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Mormons in nineteenth-century north Devon

Peter Christie

The transcription of the Devon Religious CenSUS of 1~51 shows the usual mix of
Church of England churches and nonconfonmst chapels, yet amongst them arc
one or two oddities, the most unexpected of which might well be the three
meeting rooms used by congregauons of the Latter Day Saints or Mormons.\
The sect was established in America in . with Its main base at Salt Lake City
only being founded In ]847. Of the three Devon locations one was in Plymouth
and two in North Devon - at East Down and South Molton. In a recent hook on
the geography of retigionin Victorian Britain the authors note of the south-west
that Mormon congregations 'were largely unrepresented'." The East Down
group met in Witliam Lcrwill's house. but no numbers of communicants arc
given. The South Molton group used a room just ~O square foot in size In the
churchyard. yet claimed 50 attendees at the afternoon service. These early
Mormons must have been a rather exotic addition \0 the religious landscape of
nineteenth century North Devon. and not surprisingly they and their beliefs were
remarked on in the pages of the ..vonh Devon Jrmmal. This author has written
elsewhere about the strongly Methodist tenor of the .knrmal. so it ,should he no
surpnse 10 find the newspaper was strongly anti-Mormon 111 tone.' A search of
the newspaper has revealed coverage spannmg the years 1848-.58. and it is very
clear that the Mormons were more forcibly attacked than any other religious
sect. Including the Catholics. ThIS was probably because of the extremely
shocking, to Victorian moralists. practice of polygamy, along with the perceived
blasphemous nature of the Book of Mormon held by believers la he the word of
God.

The first notice of the sect came In October 1S48 when 'a prophet of the
Latter-day Saint. or Mormonne" sect held forth in Ilfracombc 011 two days.' The
Journal editor does not seem to have known what to make of them. contenting
himself with saying "lt appears they have the fanatical impudence to tell the
world that there has been no Christianity in it for the last 1800 years and 'They,
of course. are the people IlOW raised up to restore the primitive institution". 1t
was to be another year before the Journal published another reference to the
Mormons.' It came in the form of a letter from an unnamed North Devon vicar,
who passed on an anti-Mormon artiele from the Liverpool ;Hail which the
.Ianrnal then printed. Intriguingly he started his letter 'J am induced by the
efforts \\'hich are now making in m)' parish and 1 believe also m many other
villages. to drav off men from "the old path" and "the good way" by
endeavouring to persuade them that the age of miracles has not ceased', and
went on 10 accuse the Mormons of claiming to be able to raise the dead.



Another eight months passed before the third notice of the Mormons
appeared in the JOllrnal.~ In August 1850 a news item from South Molton
recorded tbat ' A body of this peculiar sect have lately beer: formed in this town"
under a Mr Hanham. The report noted that this 'minister' had given t\VO lectures.
one 'in opposition to one delivered by the Rev, lames Sutch in the Wesleyan
meeting a short time since on infant baptism' and the other on 'the false
teachers. prophets and antichrists of the last days.' The South Molron
correspondent of the Journal thought that 'neither the reasoning of the lecturer
nor his style was satisfactory', or at all likely to make his ministrations popular'.

The lack of any further reference to the group over the next two years
suggests they were not that successful. and their claim of 50 numbers in I R51
could well be an exaggeration. In June 1852 the Journal reprinted an article
from the Canadian newspaper by a Mr Harris. 'who formerly belonged to the
office of this Journal', which was an outspoken attack on the sect and their new
communities in Utah," According to Hams the Mormons 'seem to revel in
unbridled prodigality and licentiousness" in their 'Modem Sodom. The journal
norcd that 'a branch of this vile confederation is formed' in Bamstap!c, but no
further details are given.

The next notice appears in November 1853 and continues the very negative
tone evident in the previous reference - as shown in the heading to the article 
'Mormon DelUSIOns'.': Dated llfracombe It records how Tobias Dalting <many
years a master sail maker on the quay' went to Newport m South Wales.
'embraced Mormonism and travelled \vith his family to Salt lake City.
Apparently the settlement was 'in a wretched stale of immorality and disorder'
where 'Polygamy is unrestrained'. The article continues in this vcm for some
time, but 1t IS clear that It is the sexual aspects of Mormonism that most incensed
the writer, a theme revisited to time and time again over the next five years.

Indeed the next article In January I R54 is one of the most dismissive of all
those published by the .Joumal

q
lt came from the South Molten correspondent

who seemed la have strong feelings about the new group. Headed "Mormonism'
it begins'

lt would be no honour to an encampment of Indians. or even a kraal or Honcntors.
to say of it that the doctrines and disciples of Joc Smitf and Polygam Young had
found a rooting in it; but it is a positive scandal to any \·illagc. town. or evert gip~y

tent to have to record such a thing of it in this country. This. however. it is our
humiliation to do,

The piece goes on to note how the sect had been established in the town 'about
two years ago' and mentions a lecturer 'sty hog himself Dr Patrick. It appears
from this and preceding notices that Mormons had established tbernsclves in
Bamstaple. Ilfracombc and South Molten by the early 1850s, and 111 June 1R54
the Journal was reponing a lecture 011 'Mormonism' by the Reverend S. Kent of
the Braunton Independent Chapel which suggests they had made inroads in that



settlement too." As their influence grew the scorn directed at them increased.
judging from coverage in the Journal.

A. good example of this can be seen from an article published in August
1854 from South Molton. 11 Headed 'The Mormonites Tea Party' u recounts a
recent meetmg by the sect in their 'meeting room' in the town. Apparently their
'orgies were worthy of Hottentots or New Zealand cannibals. and their filthy and
obscene conversation must not be represented on paper'. Following "the

exercises of devotion the company 'were called to listen to vulgar talcs. and still
more vulgar songs: fortune telling and conjuring varying the performances'.
Amongst the ditties were Over the hills andfar mi·ar. rOil mUSf 1101 bin' tripe 0/1

o Friday and IFhy do these fleas torment me so? Such depravity led to the writer
asking 'How is it that public morality. which is outraged thereby, does not
indignantly suppress these disgusting scenes of hypocrisy and blasphemy'.". Not
all the news was bad for the correspondent. however. as they note that the sect
had been 'rooted out from Bernstaplc. by being discountenanced and execrated
by all right-minded persons'. lf norhing else the Mormon meetings seem to have
been jolly affairs, though the mixing of religion and contemporary humorous
songs \\'3S clearly shocking to Victorian sensibilities.

It was to be rune months before the Jonmat again deigned to notice the
Mormons when the South Molten correspondent returned to the offensive 111 a
piece titled 'The Mormon Dclusion"~ They began by noting the 'well known'
fact about the presence in the town of 'a party professing the creed and
practicing the rites of that most extraordinary development of modem madness
Mormonism' The writer had somehow got hold of various letters between
'Brother John Vickery and J. H. Kelson and John Francis. the latter two being
President and Secretary of the South Molten Mormons respectively. Vickerv had
not attended the group 's meetings on three occasions and had been asked to
explain himself. His reply was vituperative In the extreme attacking his eo
rcligionists as 'children ofthe Dcvil' Vickery had clearly had problems before
as he had been 'dipped' or baptised into the group three times. the last being
"about three weeks Since. when President Lunt. of Bristol. came down'. At that
time 'nine of us went to Park-house river, and were dipped by him. lale at night.
about 11 o'clock before It was over". He also noted that the meeting at which
'vulgar' songs were sung ended at ::i a.111. in the morning - clearly an unusual
time for a nineteenth century religious meeting! Unfortunately there IS no
follow-up to this article and it can only be concluded that Vickcry left the sect.
though whether he was followed by the eight other persons baptised IS unknown.

Only two months later, however. 'One of the itinerant Imposters who
acknowledge Joe Smith as their 'spiritual head' 'was preaching in the open at
Derby an industrial working class suburb of Barnstaplc".':' At this date Derby
was perceived as. a haunt of neer-do-wells. prostitutes and the indolent, this
explaining the newspaper comment about the preacher. 'He certainly chose a
most congenial sphere tor disseminating the doctrines of polygamy and the other
immoralities and blasphemies which compose the Mormon faith'. Evidently the
group was making a renewed effort to attract converts in Barnstaplc and. as



usual at this date, were targeting members of the working class, though as
mainstream religious leaders found it hard enough to attract adherents in Derby
it is doubtful if the j\')0n1lO11S made any noticeable headway. In the absence of
any further local Ilews the Journal next reprinted an anti-Mormon article from
the Bristol :'\krcu!y in April 1:'\56 1~

In December of that year a charge was preferred at the South \101\On Petty
Sessions by John Kclson 'one of the "elders" of the Latter-day Saints' against

two young men. Matthcws and Cony. for disturbing hIS congregation one
Sunday in November." There was a legal query as 10 whether the room used by
his congregation was actually licenced as a place of worship. and although
Kclson produced a document he quickly "offered to give up all further
proceedings on defendants paying Ss each costs. which they immediately did'.
Clearly the Mormons felt confident enough to exercise their legal right to be
recognized as a proper religious group subject to and protected by the law.

Indeed their evangelical fervour seems to have been burning bright around
thiS time as two apostles of that vile sect of Imposters who acknowledge Joc
Smith as their founder' preached in Bickington just outside of Barnstaplc."
Apparently they were listened 10 'patiently' and promised to return - .which
caused the journalist covering the story 10 suggest 'it would serve them right if
on the next occasion they were invited to perform their ablutions in a
neighbouring bcrsepool

Only weeks later another Mormon preacher staged an open-an meeting In
T3\\· Vale Parade. Barllst<lple. i

- Whether this was successful or not is left
unstated, but the feelings of the reporter recording the meeting were made clear
when he wrote of the Mormons that they 'have founded a colony. where females
arc made the victims of the unbridled licentiousness of coarse-minded wretches
who there bear rank'. From the coverage it would appear the writer had not
actually heard the address but could not resist using the occasion 10 vent his
spleen about the sect.

In January lS5S what I take to be one of the "am of Tuhias Dalling (sec
reference note R) returned to Hfrucombc From Salt Lake Citv on an evanaelical
mission to attract new converts - a pattern that continues todav." The unnamed

youth. accompanied by another. began preaching on llfracomhe Quay" but was
loudly heckled by' a ship's captain named Williams who demanded to know
"how mEtny \\lVCS Brigham Young had')' The young preacher 'fought shy' of

answering and Williams then spoke of "two young women. named Tuckficld.
who had lived in llfraccmbc. and \\-110 had gone out from Swansea to the Sail
Lake, both of whom had been murdered' On this the crowd who hac! gathered
went Into the nearby Bethc! and 'listened to something more tor their sours
good from the Rev. Thomas Hulmc. Wcsjeyan minister",

lntcrcstingty the JOIJr/W! article finished by noting that the two Mormons
had bee» 'ordered home to Utah. to take part in the coming struggle With the
forces of the United States". a reference to the 'Utah War' of 1857-8 between the
Mormons and a 5.500 strong US military force. The two young men evidently
lcf for Utah. as apart from lWO very generalised attacks no further references to

c,



the sect have been found over the next 20 years It1 the pages of the laurnal:
although it is clear that not all of tl1e111 left, as recorded 111 a series of <;1112111 items
some 42 years later. In December 1900 the Joumot noted the presence in Cardiff
Workhouse of one James Torrinmon aaed 103. (J native of North Molten in
Devon.!f) He bad been a blacksmitll in S;ulh Molten for 2R years before moving
to Monrnouthshire and then to Cardiff. A follow-up article the next week added
the fact that 'lames used Cl! one time to worship at the meeting room ofthe latter
day saints held at a 11(1\\' dismantled room in the churchyard immediately below
the Congregational church". In May 1902 the Jonrnat reported thM 101 year old
{sic} .lames 'formerly a follower of the Mormons' had died 111 the workhouse.
thus closing the ninctccmb-century history of the sect in North Dc\'on?'

Notes and references
I. Wickcs 1990.
., Snell and Ell 2000.
.3. Chrisrie 1996. pp. 139-54.
4. North Devon Journal (.VD,!). 26 October 1848, p. 2, column g.
5. \D.1. 20 December IS-1.9, p, 7. 3.

6, ,VDJ. 15 October I RSa, p. 8. d.
7. NDJ. 17 June 1852, p. 5, d.
8. ,\DJ. 17 November. 1853. p. 8. b-c .
9. \DJ. 26 January 1854. p. 8, cl
10. .\'O.J. 1 June. 1854. p, 5, d.
11. ND.J. 3 August 1854, p. 8. a-b.
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Appendix
The 1851 Census of population for north Dcvo» has he en searched. locating five
of the people named in this article. Whether William Lcrwill was J Mormon or
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JUSt the registered owner of their meeting room in East Down is unclear, but as
his socio-economic standing \\·3$ so different to the other Mormons tJ1C latter is
likely. lt is intriguing that Edward Hanham lisrs his occupation as 'Mormon
Elder' (aged 23 1) . as if he was supported financially by the local Mormon
congregation it does suggest the sect was pretty well organised in South Molten.
and that perhaps their claims in the 1851 Religious Census were not that
exaggerated.

Tabtc 1: Enretes from the 1851 Census ofpopub.ti(ln,

lIfraeombc,.~ Regent Place
Fobias Dalling Head Married
Marv \\"ife \larried
Bcts cy DmL Un_

E;\st Down. Mattox Down House

62 Mariner
60
21 Dressmaker

b.Hfracombc
b. llfracornbc
h.lll"racornhc

William Lcrw-ill Head Married -'6 Landed propncror b. Kcruisbury
i\ lar~ \Vifc Married 38 b. Combe Martin
.Iohn Sne Un. 16 Farmer", son b. Lasl Down
Bctsev Dau. 13 Farmer", daughter b East Down
Wrlliam Son 10 Scholar h Efl~t Down
Thomas SOI1 'r Scholar b E~S1 Down
Grace Oau. J b East Down
Pllb ~ servants

South Molron. East Street
Edward Hanbaru Head Married ' ' Mormon Elder b. Batcombc. Scmcrscr"'-.'
lane Wife Married 29 \Vd·c of Elder b. Lpton :\nhlc. Somerset

Smith Mo1l011, East Street
John Franc-is Lodger Married .:'5 Tailor b. South Molten

South Mohon. T(")\\)1S End
tames Tortineton Head Married 4"' Blacksmith b. North !'v1oltol1
Ann Wifc Married -'-' b. Bow
John Son Un. 20 Raper's man b. North Molron
Mnry Ann Oa\l. 17 Servant b. North Moltor,

Susan Da\l. I"' Servant b. North ["vIolton
Rhoda Dau. I~ SCI"\';)111 b South Moltou
Jamcs Son 10 Scholar b South Motron
Philip Son 6 Srhnlur b South i'doltol1
William Son J b South \1011011

Peter Christie has been studying and writing about aspects or North Devon
history for mu 30 years 110\\'. He is just about to publish his l Ith and] 4th
books on the subject. He was the Reviews Editor of The Local Historian for 14
years, is a town and district councillor. and has been Mayor of Bidcford twice.
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Developments in rural roads history

Helen Harris

In th is age of massive road developments it may be hard to real ise the ben efits
brought to country peopl e by much more modest improvements effec ted in the
years between the two world wars . During the 19205 borse-drawn tra ffic was
giving way to motor vehicles, and as speeds inc rease d many features of rural
roads presented impediments and hazards.

My late father, J.R.H. Warren, was Highway Surveyor in Tiverton's large
rural area from 1922 to 1960 . He served Tivertou Rural District Council until
1947 when be was appointed Divisional Surveyor by Devon Co unty Ccuucil .
Graphic contemporary newsp aper accounts describe Dot only structural works
carri ed out but also some fonn al inauguretic ns. As a child I o ften went along in
tie car WI th my father as he supervised the works, and in 2007 J made a bnef
tour to note the effe cts of pass ing time. .

A safety measure provided at several locations was the improvement of
cross road s where visibi lity was impeded by high hedges , and the ir replacement
with iron rai lings . One example was at Way Mill Cross, Halberton (Fig . 1). on
the unclassified road from Tiverton to Cullompton. A lengthy repo rt and

,



photograph in the Ti\'er/OIJ Gozene & East Devon Herald of .11 January 1933
marked its completion.'

A feature of this and other similar rmprovemcnts was the operation of a
relief scheme originated by Councillor F V voysey. adopted by Devon County
Council and supported by Tivenon ROe (0 help agricultural workers
unemployed due to the depression. The County Council provided £8.000 for
such schemes throughout Devon which gave work to those who would otherwise
have been forced to apply for parochial relief.

Similar works reported as being in hand at the flint were' near l-lunt-avcll
Farm. Stoodlcigh: Kerswef Cross. Hockworthy: Gibbet Moor Cross, Stoodleigh:
and Ruffwell junction. Silvcrton. Schemes were scheduled far Pigsfoot.
Halberton: on the Pons ford road. Cullompton: near East Buncrfcigh. Buttcrlcigh:
Guddiford HIll. Kcntisbcerc: and at Border, Gate. Clayhangcr.

TIle surveyor reported that in the current week 29 men were being
employed. probably to increase 10 36 In the coming month. Mr Warren said:

The men employed are working wcll and they appear to appreciate the work which
is offered to them. In some cases the men have to travel 7 Of R miks 10 the job. but
as yet they have not complained in any' II'ay.= .

The response from landowners in reply to applications for permission to
make the alterations was said to have been 'most gratifying": in practically ever)!
case consent had been readily given.

Relocating the Way improvement on today's busy 'over the hills' Tivcrton
Cullompton road was not difficult. The fencing IS still there. although partly
obscured by brambles and other vegetation. However, other safety measures arc
now provided by 'GIVE WAY' signs and dotted while lines on the junctions of
the side roads.

During those earlier years many of Devon's rural roads were subject to
flooding. at fords and inadequate bridges. While footbridges might be available
for pedestrians. and horse traffic could generally negotiate the crossings. motor
vehicles frequently faced hazards.

1\·1y father was responsible for building several bridges in Tivcrton District.
One of these WES Rull Bridge. Uffculme. Proposed by Uffculme Parish Council
in 1924. the watercourse involved a stream rlsmg 111 the Blackborough hills at
'Draught Well'. Shcldon. a tributary of the River Culm. At RuJl there was
previously a ford which in winter frequently flooded. CUlling off Blackborough
and Ashill from Culrnsrock and Hemyock except by a devious detour. The ROe
was approached on the prospect of a bridge and after consideration. and with
parish and Ministry of Transport support building began in 1925.

After the start difficulties ensued. due 10 an exceptionally frosty winter and
\Wy heavy floods. causing delays, But by early 19~6 thr iron and concrete
bridge was complete, spanning the stream by RSJs (reinforced steel joists) built
Into concrete abutments. at a cost of £560.



The offic ia l openi ng of the bridge on J5 March 1926 (Figs 2 and 3i ,
reported by the Tiverton Gazette, was attended by over 20 county . rural dis trict
and parish counc illors as well as the RDC surveyor Mr Warren, and a
representative of the Ministry of Transport . Mr H.G. New, JP, CC. chairm an of
Tiverton RDC, made a speec h and the surveyor - who was much praised - also
spoke .

. .
Figure 2: Gro up at the open ing of Rull Bridge, Uffculme, IS March 1926.

Figure 3: The surveyor, J.R.H. War ren, then aged
Brid ge, Uffculme, IS March 1926.
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Complimenting the contractors, Messrs Nicks of Bredninch, who had had very
bad weather to contend with, Mr Warren said he had endured 'many sleepless
nights' wondering whether the timber centering and shunering would be washed
away during the beavy floods." Next, the new bridge, which had been decorated
with daffodils and primroses for the occasion, was officially opened by the
cutting of a string by Mrs Wood, of Rull, wife of the original guarantor.

Figure 4: Rull Brid ge, Uffculme, in 2007,

Today the bridge IS remarkably little changed from 1926 and still carries the
increasing weight of local traffic (Fig. 4). A similar pattern was followed in the
construction of other bridges in the district, including Medford Bridge,
Hemyock, where I remember seeing, in the 19305, a diver at work and coming
up out of the water, Impressively attired in heavy suit and helmet.

In many cases stream crossing points were improved by the piping of
culverts. Sometimes however, where conditions permitted, streams were not
actually covered, but the ford improved by careful re-direction of the flow and
providing a concrete bed, to form a more easily negotiable ' water-splash' . One
such operation, that I remember with some delight, was on the same tributary as
that at Rull, but farther upstream towards Sheldon, at Belvin. Here the stream at
times resembled a pond until in about 1937 works were carried out to improve
the flow and regulate its course. I recall the rapture in the hol summer of being
allowed to paddle here in the clear waters flowing over the recently laid smooth
pristine concrete.

When I returned in 2007 the scene bad changed drastically from what J
remembered (Fig. 5) . The structure was the same, including the side chatmel
where I used to cool my feel, and the system was still working efficiently, but

I'



instead of the former open scene, trees and hedges had grown up to present a
shaded prospect. A pheasant was walking acro ss the footbridge. Inevitably the
cementing had weathered and green ed, and 1 had no urge to take off my shoe s
and step in!

Figure S: A 1937 Imprc vement, Belvte Ford. Uffculme In 2007; for merly . much
mere open li te befere the growth.

In frequent use by the grea tly increased traffic, sucb facilit ies are now barely
noticed and are take n for grant ed , but they marked welcome notable
improvements for those who travelled these roads in the past

Notes and refere nces
I . fi ver/on Gazette & East Devon Herald. 3 1 January 1933.
2. [bid.
3. Figures 2 and 3 are from a family collec tion of the author.
4. Tiverton Gazelle & East Devon Herald, 15 March 1926.

Helen Harris has qualifications in agricultu re and dairying, and is a
Devonian. She knows north and west Devon particu larly well from her eight
years as a Ministry of Agriculture dairy adviser up to 1956. Her numerous books
written since tben, mostly on DeVOD, include three canal histories and A
handbook of Devon parishes in 2004 , From 1985 to 200 5 she was honorary
editor of The Devon Historian.
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Thorncombe's 1644 mortality crisis

Eve Higgs

Ac cord ing to its pari sh re gIst CL bctwcc n June 1644 to September 1644 b unaIs in
the former Axminster Hundred parish of Thorncornbc increased to a total of 46,1
This compares with 28 and 27 over the same period of months in 1643 and 1645
respectively. and suggests a possible mortality crisis. In order to justify further
investigation into possible causes. the first task is (0 establish whether there arc
reasonable grounds for such a crisis given that 'even modest random
fluctuations ... can generate spurious crises thereby averstat ing the frequency of
crises in small parishes compared to larger ones' :

The mean number of christenings. marriages and burials recorded in the parish
register for Thorncornbe between 1551 and 1RJ9 totals 6\ pcr annum. and defines
Thorncornbe as a small parish, 11 is statistically insigni ficant, 100 being the
acceptable minimum for the purposes or quantitative analysis. But by
amalgamating data from the neighbouring parish of Chardstock on the Devon
border, the mean rises la 115. Burial figures for Thorncombe and Chardstock for
1630-1650 conf rm the occurrence of a peak in burials in 1644 with a combined
total of 77 (fig. I). Statistical material identifying Thorncombcs 1644 mortality
crisis is drawn from a In ajar study initiated in the 1960s by lhe Cambridge Group
for the History of Popul ation and Structure. The Group' s consolidation and
analysi s of the christenings. marriages and burials records of 404 English parishes
was first published in 1981 in Wrigley and Schofields standard work The
population history of England 154 I-/87/: A reconstruct filii. and subsequently in
database format in 1988.-'
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While highlighting: the d"ngers of misinterpreting random fluctuations.
\Vrigky and Schoficld also argue that given the relative stability of population
size in small communities during short periods. an increase in burial numbers can
be a reliable identifier of a local crisis. In Thomcombcs case useful data for the
seventeenth century survives The 1660 Poll Tax return. complete "part from the
total. names 1] 2 taxpayers. This correlates with the 1674 Lady Day Hearth Tax
return. It lists 106 individuals liable for tax and 94 paupers. Applying Alldridges
recommended multiplier 0(4.510 reach an estimated adult population gives a total
of900." Thomcombcs total for the 1676 Compton Census. a survey of Anglicans
and dissenters based on three 1669 conventiclcs returns. is ~R5. Given the
relatively insignificant differential of less than 21>;' between these figures. the
evidence suggests population stability enabling the following investigation into
[11e possibic connibutorv factors that led to Thomcombe s 1644 mortality crisis.

The parish of Thomcombc was and remains a secluded rural settlement
located in a vale below Blackdown Hill in the West Dorset borderlands. abutting
East Devon and South Somerset, ln 1fJ4.:l the 4.896 acre parish was part of the
Axnunstcr Hundred in Devon. I1s boundaries were delineated by the River Axe to
[hI,' north and west. the Blackwater River ill the south and the Syndcrtcrd River in
the cast. Twenty-first century Thorncombe retains its seventeenth-century
structure and boundaries. Habitation is concentrated around the village. radiating
outwards from the church at its centre. I1s two gentry' seats. Fordc Abbey and
Sadborow Hall. owned a substantial proportion of the parish 111 1644. The village
is surrounded by isolated farms and houses scattered across open countryside.
Several structures date hack to the seventeenth century. Further concentrated
habunrion is found in the Ollll:.:ing hamlets of Hewood and Holditch. Like
neighbouring perishes ill Marvhwood Vale, Thorncombcs commercial auivitie.<;
are likely 10 have embraced sheep farming, dairy products. hemp and flax
production. and various processes related 10 woollen cloth production." Out of 56
seventeenth-century Thorncombc wills listed on The National Archives websire.
four individuals MC husbandmen. nine are yeomen. and five are involved in the
\\'00111':1l industry.

\Vrillns m 16-W. west-country antiquarian T1"io;t1"a111 Risdon described
Thcmcombc as being 'full of ccnnbcs. so is subject to !homs and briers (if
manurancc does not prevent i1\ unto which it is naturally prone"." Application of
fertilisers to improve crop vields is a feature of developments in seventeenth
century agriculture, The trend for Devon and Dorset and surviving deeds and
marriage sculemcrus from the early modem period suggest that by the lA44 most
of the land in the parish had been enclosed by local ];-1!.'dO\\ncrs. driven by
commercia] considerations of improvement and exploitation, England and Wales'
estimated population increased from between 2.5 and 3 million in 1500 to 5.H
million in 1700, The expanding market for food. materials and consumer products
was served hy a network of specialist markets in the area. Cattle markets were
held at Crewkeme and Chard. Leather and cloth was sold on Jlminstcr market.
Bridportmarkct specialised in linen and hemp. Cheese and butter went to ''r"eovil."



Produce was transported from the area by road and sea 10 the gro-ving
conurbations of Bristol. Cardiff and London, As a result of enclosures. small-scale
[arming declined and the numbers of men and women seeking paid \\"01'k on the
land Increased, Supply exceeded demand. Rates of p<.lY for agricultural labour
were well below subsistence levels. leading [0 severe financial hardship" among
'the fourth class". of day and farm labourers. Wages were controlled centrally by
the local justices. ln Devon in 1654 they were increased by 25 n6 to 5~ :J week from
the 4s in J 594. Meanwhile food prices had rtxen by 50 nn D\'Cr the same period';

Rural poverty was a nationwide problem. Writing in COils/tieI'M/oil,\' IOl/chinl-!

trade with the aclvuncc ()f Kings revenue j{j-ll a government official observed

that 'the fourth part of the inhabitants of most of the parishes or England arc
miserable pOOl" people. and (harvest time excepted! arc without subsistencc."'
Given that 4Mo of rhe population of Thorncombe were listed as paupers in the
16i4 Hearth Tax return. and that populations in small c onununitics tended to be
stable during this period, there are reasonable grounds for suggesting that 3

significant proportion of Thorncombes population \\<1S dependent on poor relief
Due to enclosures it was unable to earn a living wage or to support itsdf from
subsistence farming.

If most of the land in Thomcombe was given (HTr 10 sheep and dally fanning.
and pasture for fodder and hemp and flax growmg. its population 111 general W.1S

particularly vulnerable (0 fluctuations in wheat prices. I
' Poor harvests rncont high

prices throughout Western Europe. which precluded imports The result was
national shortages of wheat and high rood prices. particularly bread. (he staple of
[he poor. The knock-on effect was recession <IS demand 101 concumcr products
such as woollen goods fell. Those employed in spinning. dyeing and weaving.
such as the Tbomcombe piece-workers. would have been adversely affected
therefore.; ~ 1630 had seen a particularly had English harvest. Although wheat
prices dropped during [he next 15 years. indicators of food prices \1<\ commodities
such as poultry, rabbits and dairy products show they were MC still relatively high
in ]644, The evidence suggests that farmers. unable to afford feed. sold off their
stock: for example. between 1644 and 1645 the price of eggs increased by 26°;-'
due to reduction in numbers of Llying birds, The inevitable outcome of high rood
prices was a weak undernourished population

Weather was a root cause of poor harvests as well as poor health. During the
seventeenth century England was m the grip of the clunatic extremes Floods or
drought were a characteristic of summers during what has become known {IS the
Mini Ice Age. In the harvest yeClr 1644-5 the price of wheat increased hy go,,_
which suggests that during the summer of Thorncombcs mortality crisis \\-hl1e the
sun shone it was also wet. The price of spring xcvn oats increased by' 19!J,,_ The
winter of J 644 was therefore probably dry and cold and spring was frosty. making
the ground 100 hard to sow the seed I.' Weakened by malnutrition. and (he cold
winter and damp summer of] 6cl-4, the resistance of Thorncornbcs parishioners to
disease was further undermined.

Sratistically market towns have an above a\-eragc I ne idencc 0 f rnonali ty crises
during this period. As well as a weekly market. Thomcombe also had an 3JlI1lI:11

[:



Easter Tuesday fair. In 1644 it fell on 22 March. Burials in Thomcomhe began to
climb in April. Due to military activities linked to the Civil war local mortality
crises in the south-west arc statistically higher between April and October 1644.1~

Disease endemic in both armies often spread Into local populations. In 1644 the
port of Lyme. IJ miles from Tbomcombc. was a strategically important
Parliamentarian garrison. Given that Thomcombe was for the puritans. soldiers
from the garrison may have patrcmsed Thomcombes Easter Tuesday market and
spread the contagion into the civilian population. On 20 April the Royalists. under
thc command or Prince Mauricc. laid siege to Lymc and mounted a determined
assault lasting several \Vecb. By early summer the town was in desperate straits.
and Earl of Essex's army set out from Blandford Forum on 15 June to relieve
Lyrnc. Before Essex's arrival Prince Maurice withdrew to Exeter. Essex marched
his troops through the Axe valley to Taunton and onwards into Cornwall.
Subsequently Essex's army caused an epidemic of 'sweating Sickness' at

Tiverton. 15

The source of this information is Creighton 50 His/my or epidemics. Although
it was first published in 1891. it is still regarded as a standard work. even though
the author makes 'hazy distinctions between typhus and OTher diseases·.i(, Drawing
on contemporary sources. Creighton describes the progress or an epidemic that
was spread into the population of Oxford and its environs by the Prince Rupcrt
and Essex's arrmes 111 1643. Hosuhties m Oxfordshire commenced in April. so
there was an almost identical timcfrarnc to Thomcombes 1644 crisis. The
symptoms changed month by month. Fever and diahorrea were followed by
weakness and convulsions. About midsummer 'the disease betrayed its malignant
eruption of welks and spots'. By autumn the epidemic had nearly run its course.
The symptoms were less severe, and fewer died. With the onset of winter it
vanished. Creighton suggests it may have been a 'lesser plague'.

Burials in Thorncombc began to climb in May 1644. following the withdrawal
of Prince Maurice and Essex's troops. Cause of death is not given in the
Thorncombe parish register. Deaths of named women have been cross-referenced
with christenings for the same period. None of the women appear to have died as a
result of childbirth. nor are there an:-' infant mortalities. But there are three
incidcnccs of individuals sharing the same surname dying within days of each
other during this period. suggesting contagion. Others listed may be related. but
only a family reconstitution exercise would provide further evidence. Among
them is an unnamed solider who was buried on 27 June. Burial numbers diminish
from October onwards with none taking place in December. which reflects the
pattern of the 1643 Oxfordshire epidemic (Fig. ~).

Thus. as has been shown. Thomcornbes mortality crisis was not a 'random
fluctuation'. \Vhile no specific primary source material has been traced. statistical
evidence linked to circumstantial evidence suggests that the likely cause was the
same lethal combination of factors. These factors were consolidation of
landholdings into the hands of powerful individuals (resulting in 10:;:; of amenity
for subsistence farmers). a low wage economy. climate change, poor harvests.
high food prices. malnutrition, economic recession. civil war and epidemic.
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Payments to itinerant travellers seeking alms in
Hartland, 1612-1706

Stephen Hobbs

Adminis tration of the remote Devon parish of llarl1and in the seventeenth
century was divided between the offices of the Man oria l Borough of Harton and
those oCthe ecclesiastical authorities. The parish had long been separated into
secular and religious land holdings since the grant of the Manor of Stoke to a
small number of canons. I The line of division effectively gave a north and south
area of secular holdings . in the bands of the Dynham family and forming the
Manor of Hartland, and a central portion, which eventually Conned the land
holding of Hart land Abbey.' A fourth area of approximately 160 acres was
granted in 1295 by the Dynhams to form a manorial borough. 00 the death of
the last Lord Dynham, Lord of the Manor of Hart land, in 150 I, bis estates were
divided between his four sisters and managed by a steward.' At the Dissolution
the religio us land holding was sold in 1546 to the Abbat family and has
remained with their heirs ever since (Fig. 1). . .
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How these three administrations interacted to form the 'local government" of
the area is a subject that has not been explored In any depth. Were the-re strictly
established lines of responsibility. or were the boundaries blurred with various
financial aspects inter-related? An investigation using the accounts of the
churchwardens and the 'Governors of Goods of the Church". and the accounts of
the Portrccvcs of Hanon Borough on the payments to itinerant traveller" may
give an insight into how much co-operation existed. The manorial estates and the
manorial borough under the Dynham's heirs would be co-existing. and have in
place management comprising the likes of steward, bailiff and courts.

The first known ledger of the church accounts runs from 1597-l706, and is
a combination of the 'Governors of Goods of the Church' and the
Churchwardens' accounts. Their income was derived from the rate collections
each year." together with a small and irregular sum from gifts. sales of seats in
the church and minor trades, The churchwardens' income was largely from the
Governors" account. but also from bequests either as money or gifts. such as
sheep to be sold off. Both bodies kept their accounts separately, hut eventually a
combined set was produced from l664 for presentation to the Rural Dean:1 The
average income and expenditure for the church over the period was £34-19-5
and Cl 1-19-1 per annum respectively.

The composition of church and borough organisation were very similar, with
each having a body of governors. The church had twenty-four 'Governors of
Goods of the Church': from these, four were chosen to be In office for a four
year period. One of these four was then selected as a Receiver for twelve
months. and the position rotated through the four year period of office. There are
occasions when a receiver stayed in office for a second year, especially if they
were involved in complex parish affairs. Two churchwardens were elected each
year, one for the parishioners and a second for the minister. and up to six people
were appointed as gather collectors. 6

The operation of the accounting system for the church is rather complex.
runnmg from April of each year: it is not such as the modem. profit and loss
system. The money collected from tile rates in the gathers was passed into the
receiver's account for the church. The success of the rare collection was variable
and frequently the accounts show entries for arrerages (de) due and being paid.
The consequence of this is that the tallied income could vary considerably each
year. On the culmination of the four year rotation often a balancing of the
account was undertaken and the 'church stock' was increased or decreased
accordingly. There are entries in the church accounts indicating where men of
substance. usually a governor. agreed to lend money to cover shortages. the
amount being repaid when funds allowed or were in same cases reclassified as a
gift. The churchwardens operated their own account and often ran at a loss. This
was made good from the receiver's account. and on any occasion when a profit
occurred then the same was paid to the receiver, The governors mainly came
from the primary farming families and contained men of wealth and influence.'

The Borough held its charter to the benefit of the Manor of Hartland on
annual payment of a rental fee, which was often remitted. collected by the manor



steward on behalf of the heirs of the Dynharn estates. The administration of the
borough and its accounts was the responsibility of a Portrecvc chosen annually.
from a body of seven governors. for a period of office of twelve months from the
feast of St Michael the Archangel. In common with the church. the finances of
each administration utilised a 'stock' sum that formed a float the borough stock
amounted to £40. The income of the borough was derived from the tollage,
stallage and payments from the two annual fairs. and also a bailiwick collection;
to these incomes were added the renrals of houses. shops. shambles and various
privileges. TIle average income and expenditure for the borough over the period
was n~-R-l and £6-7-6 per annum respectively.

The payments recorded for itinerant travellers form a common aspect of
both sets of account books and will form the basis tor this investigation.
Supporting data may be obtainable from the accounts of the Overseers of the
POOL Parish Constable and bastardy, habitation and apprenticeship records of
Hartland. Further supporting data may he obtained from the churchwardens'
accounts of the neighbouring parishes or tithing where available.

It is not possible to provide a regular calendar of payments from either set of
accounts. as no dates other than the year are recorded and there is no discernable
sequence by which the accounts were written. There can be little doubt that in
each case they arc transcribed from the notes, invoices. receipts and so forth of
the organisations' officers. This can he seen in the palaeography as each account
is in one hand: one mix of ink. if the entries had been written daily or weekly.
then this would not be the case"~ This then does not allow interpretations to he
made as 10 whether the arrival of people seeking aid coincided with the markets,
festival days or similar occurrences in the district.

Both sets of accounts used for this invesugetion have to be paired across a
core period. The church accounts run from 1597-1706 in the first account ledger
and continue in further ledgers until the present day. The borough accounts
commence at 1(,12 and run until 1688, when there IS a break in the recording in
their first ledger until l703. From this dale they continue in various ledgers until
1898. when the borough was reorganised into a Parish Council and a charitable
trust. the Harton Town Trust. which still manages the property of the ancient
borough."

lt will be appropriate, therefore, for an investigation to take a period of
1614--16RR as the core period. as this is within both account books. The years
from both accounts that fall either side of the core period will supply
supplementary evidence of possible trends in payments. The range of payments
to all categories of travellers arc common in both sets of accounts.

In strict terms all the payments given were to people travelling through the
parish. However. both administrations saw it necessary to identify their
payments for certain categories of travellers: thus there arc identifications of:
Seamen. Irish. Soldiers. Travellers, families, Prisoners, Poor, those with briefs
to collect. and some with official respoosibitities." It has to be said that the
categorisation is not definitive and cross-category identification occurs, such as

.ipaid 5 Irish travellers their wives and children ... ". which would be equally



\\-ell placed m three categories. Irish. travellers and families. However. hy
selective. or if appropriate multiple, categorising then the information contained
in such entries can be used effectively to show trends and the reflection of
national events on the parish: and possibly be extended fa other parishes
throughout the country.

The church vestries. in undertaking their lawful responsibilities. used such
officers as the overseers of the poor and the parish constables to organise and
control the indigenous parish poor by means of relief payments and provision of
accommodation and employment for both adults and children. The itinerant
traveller posed a separate problem, less predictable in behaviour or numbers.
The control of such people was defined in a variety of ways. such as restrictions
of movement rights of habitation and the necessity to have passes to Travel.
Certain categories of traveller often placed a dutv on a parish to offcr monetary
and/or sustenance by aid. such as naval sailors travelling from onc from ship or
port to another. Soldiers on passage to quarters or deployment often carried
passes of entitlement to relief People ejected from it parish due to their non
residence status were passed from parish constable to parish constable until they
arrived at their rightful parish.
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During the core period under investigation. the Borough of Harton paid out
to a considerably greater number of travellers than the church across all
categories (Tab. I). This would appear to be expenditure outside the borough
responsibility, on the management of the fairs, markets and borough property on
behalf of the manorial owners: and it is not readily apparent whv such payments
were made,

Are there topographical reasons why the borough may have been a more
appropriate first call for a traveller than the church? To understand Hartlands
position within its neighbourhood an explanation ofthe commerce and transport
systems is beneficial. Hartland parish had a number of advantages. Historically
the presence of a large monastic house and a market provided a centre for
commerce and status for the community. The harbour. built in late sixteenth
century. would have provided a relatively safe haven for shipping on what IS a
rather treacherous coastline. as well as a trading port for Import and export of
produce. The use of this port for military purposes IS not specifically recorded.
but as Cl sponsor was Sir Richard Grenvil!e. it could he taken that such purpose
was available if needed.

The Borough of Harton was a principal regional market town and the
recorded income of the Ponrccve shows bow steady this commercial enterprise
was throughout the period under consideration. The entries in the borough



account book for sales across the 'tome stone' recorded purchases by people
from some considerable distance. mainly for cattle and horses. There was also
the trade tram the shambles in such as leather. meat and dairy products. There
were further markets at Strauon. Bradwonhy and Bideford. all within a thirteen
mile radius of Hartland.

The road system had nOI yet fully adopted the modern la)'out,ll and possibly
more accurately reflected the earlier tracks on high ground passing from village
10 village. To travel Cast from Hartland the ruam roadway passed through
Woolfardiswonhy. Parkham. Lirtlcham into Bideford. where it could cross the
river Torridgc. To travel south the road passed through the hamlet, of Philham.
Tossbury and over the high moorland at Bursdon heading towards Morwenstow
and Kilkhampton A further high ground road linked the area by passing through
Bradworthy and onto Holsworthy The presence of large tract!'> of culm lands and
wet moor made the older tracks more reliable passageways (Fig. :n.

From this broad description Hartland can be seen as a regional centre. and as
such would have been \\"ell known in the north Devon area. This. combined with
its position 011 a recognised road system. ensured it was a convenient calling
POint for a steady flow of travellers. Within the recorded events of either set of
accounts. there arc only a small Dumber that refer to a traveller arriving or
leaving by any means of transport - this being by horse. Walking would have
been the most common way of travelling and therefore dependent on the
physical abilities of each person. A day's walking distance between centres of
aid would have to he aimed at. Combined with being able to walk arc other
variables. such as weather conditions. road state and no doubt l!l some cases
harassment. Rather than assume that a standard mileage \\"ZlS a possible distance
10 be covered in a day, the ability of other suitable towns. villages. or churches
10 provide aid should be considered. The geography does help In only allowing
an approxunarc 90" angle from Hartland within which 10 locate other
habitations. and the relative sparseness of such makes selection in some respects
obvious.

On the south and western radius are the towns of Kifkhampton. Stratton.
Bradwortby and Holsworthy. The eastern radius has a substantial number of
smaller village habitations that arc all within walking range~ Bamstaplc.
Torrington and Bideford. being large townships and regional centres, were
possibly within a day's walk. The demands placed by travellers arriving and
seeking aid must have laid a substantial burden on smaller communities,
dependent on how their churches raised their income. It may have been mutually
beneficial for all parties If the larger communities were the habitations that
travellers headed for.

A traveller arriving in Hartland by sea would be less than a mile from the
parish church and normally would have to pass the building on their way to
other localities. Similarly a traveller arriving in the parish from the south would
on ascending the moor at Bursdon sec the tower of the church some seven miles
away. The road system would have gently directed them towards the church
rather than the town." From the east the borough town would be the point of



arrival for a traveller, as the church is in an isolated hamlet two miles west of the
town.

Would the location of the church and borough be reflected in the categories
of traveller seeking aid? As the church was closest to the port it may be expected
to see a greater number of mariners arriving at its doors? However, this is not
substan tiated in the tabulation exce pt in possibly two isolated years until 1688
(Tab. 2).
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Fig u re 2: Approximate one day' s walking radius from Hartland

A shi ft in emphasis from 1689 until 1706 saw an average of 3.2 mariners a
year being given aid, as opposed to a rising average within 3 of the 25 year
extrac tions of the core period: 1597- 1633 of 0, 1634-58 of 0.2 1, and 1659-88 of
5.6, paid by the church authorities . If the increasing average, from 1688, would
have been comparable in the lost borough accounts, this is not known. What is
illustrated is that the close location of the port to the church is not a domina ting
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factor in the core period. as the borough consistently aided a greater number of
mariners, possibly seeking a ship in a larger pan (Tab. ~),

There are no contemporary accounts of the port of Hartlend that could
expand on the entries within either the church or the borough accounts. It would
be undoubtedly the case that a proportion of the mariners given <lid had a link
with the local port. A second port located at Clovelly. three miles east of
Hartland on the north coastline, as opposed to the exposed western coast at
Hartland. cm be shown 10 have worked in commercial conjunction with
Hartland. depending upon weather and sea conditions. and there arc specific
entries in both church and borough accounts naming Clovelfy as the source of
some manners seeking aid. Other named maritime locations arc Fa/mouth,
Penzance. Fowcy and Padstow in Cornwall. while Bideford and Bristol arc ports
named east of Hattland.

A consistent annotation In the entries for mariners alludes to shipwrecks.
'having lost their ship. ',and the southwest peninsula would have been a
location for many of these events: to survive a wreck was not always due la
good fortune and local assistance. The value of cargoes. salvage and flotsam
became a deciding factor m assistance being forthcoming. and the law of
possession was perverse in requiring 110 survivors before salvage rights could be

"claimed ..

Another category that can offer a further insight into the question of
payments made to those in need is that of 'civilian travellers". In both sets of
accounts they are a named group. However, there is a difficulty in this being a
strictly defined group of people, In recognising that all the separate
classifications were actually travellers, then the use of a word to Ilml! it to one
type of person may be indicative ofa generalisation used by the scribes. [I is not
possible to redefine enough entries to make the tabulation more accurate: It is a
firmer argument to combine the categories of traveller and that offumilics as onc
unit. In most aspects they deal with civilians as opposed to people who have an
occupational need to travel. that is mariners and soldiers. Either group involve
large numbers of people, and combined they form the majority of events and
totals of people receiving aid in Tables 4 and 5. The same argument could he
used to include both the poor and those defined as Irish. The numbers classified
as poor represent less than 5~o of the suggested combined group. The Irish have
Cl valid reason to be dealt with as an individual group, due 10 the religious
turmoil over an extended period that resulted in persecution and property loss.l~
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Tllblc 5 continued
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The pattern of travellers arriving seeking aid followed that of mariners. The
town paid out to larger numbers until the penod 1664-68. when the tabulation
shows a nsmg number of people paid from thc church account. The climax was
recorded in 1694-9f\. when an accumulation of ..151 people passed through. This
was equivalent to approximately one third of the resident population of Hartland

parish at this time." This is a reflection of national trends when 11 IS accepted
that large numbers were traversing the countryside. A change in the poor law
eventually reduced this to a trickle, as can be dramatically illustrated 111 Table :\
for the period 1699-1703. after the introduction of new settlement requirements
in 1697. '1,

--=1Totals
66

o\cc:ount I' 9cndc,,'c- +77""''--_
Church I Female

Tahle 6h: Totals aided bv gender

t1J~I.rch
."..--

,
Male I 216 -~_._~

I Church l\ilJ\cd

I
"

,
, -_. ~

Church Un-xtatcd 92
!

-_. _.--.~.._-----'

BorouQh Female 44 ;

!Borou;h
--- .._~-

iMale 402 --_._-
Borough j\..lixcd , I

BOl"Ough I ljn-sratcd 18 I

The reason why people were travelling IS as complex a subject as
discovering their true parish of residence. The care of these people should have
been the responsibility of the churchwardens. but at l-lanland the borough also
shouldered the payments. and the regional road system brought people into,
Hartland on what was probably a wcll known and used transit route.

From the tabulation of events for travellers and families, Table ria. it IS the
case that the borough WJS more inclined to make payments to people who had
arrived without a pass: 3h% of recipients of the borough had passes. whilst 62°"
were in possession of a pass at the church. The reason may be That the borough
had at Its disposal the hundred and pansh constables, and methods of
punishment for vagrants. beggars and travellers without due permission to travel.
Within the full tabulation there are a number of official payments of which some
cover the costs of dealing with vagrants and criminals. The whipping and
ejccnon from the parish is recorded on severe! occasions. as well as the
presentation before tbe j usticcs and de Iivcrv 10 a j <Ill.

Table 6b illustrates that the overwhelming majority of travellers were male.
61R, as opposed to female. 110_ Even allowing for the addition of mixed groups.
this balance remains.

The compassion within the parish is SI1O\\l1 111 ns dealing with people or their
representatives who have arrived With a licence or brief to collect. This was a
style of collection normally undertaken at the church service when the detail or
the warrant was read and a collection made from the rennng congregation. The
recording of payments to such people by both borough and church indicates that



these are payments in addition to the congregational collections and in some
cases are quite substantial amounts.

From these illustrations it is clear that the borough was overall the majonty
poymasrcr and calling pcuu [or those seeking aid. The reasons why the local
C01l1111llJlity chose this option of undertaking lheir fiscal responsibility may be
one of local financial consideration first and of compassion second.

Although it is outside the scope of this paper it IS worth exploring further the
reason that people of some categories were itinerants. In vel)' brief terms the
Westcountry has long had a seafaring tradition and in the case of mariners
passing through Hartland such a category would be expected The local ports of
Bideford and Bamstaplc were major selling off places for troops going into
Ireland and similarly were arrival points for refugees from Ireland. The sailors
and soldiers may' well have been sent on 10 other ports and ships further into
Cornwall. or. opposite, towards Bristol. The Irish people landing here were at
the SI311 of their dispersal across Britain and indeed towards the Americas. The
turmoil in Ireland had entered a particularly disruptive time during the period
covered by this investigation. Severe persecution on religious grounds and the
loss or land and property caused ITI<my to emigrate either by choice or forcibly.

The period up until l{iq7 had seen an increase in the number of people
travelling around the countryside. partly due to the changes in agriculture and
the rise of urban inhabitation. The poor laws sought 10 COIHrot the movement of
these people by various means, especially by making their home parish
responsible for their upkeep if they fell into hard times. The law imposed a
system of rights of habitation within a parish for inccrners. both monetary and
on property rights. The rise in numbers eventually brought the change of 1697
that stemmed the flow severely and tor a period :;;aw' few people travclling in the
countryside. or at least claiming alms if doing so. The latter may be an additional
group of people that then became tilled vagrants or beggars, and were the most
severely dealt with by punishments such as imprisonment and whipping before
being returned la their home parish.

The period of the English civil war is within this investigation period. It
would be expected to sec a sharp increase in people asking aid. but the records
do not sho-v this There are entries tor soldiers passing through. particularly
fr0111 various battles such as Stratton. Bristol. Barnstaplc and Torrington. but the
numbers (IS civilians was relatively small. maybe due to restrictions on travel or
the need to be in an environment in which people felt safe such as with close
family, There arc a small number of references to foreigners: Dutch, Scottish,
French and ltalian. III the main these can all be associated with conflicts and
could be people making there \\'ay home following a period of dcrennon.
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The financial IlnrllGltions of raying out increasing sums in aid arc reflected
In the fiscal arrangements of both the church governors and the portrccvcs'
accounts. In raising its income the church depended on <In annual rate. collected
usually in two gathers. This was not the only rutc collected in the parish. as there
were often further assessments Instigated at regional. county and national level.
\\'hieh in one )'car reached a strenuous 32 rates ([256). Thc popularity ofhaving
a rate demand placed on an occupier would be no more so then than now. The
value of a rate was based on the property or estate. and in Hartland was a
constant and stable figure through much of the period covered (sec cndnote 4). If
the church governors saw an opportunity la negate any rise in the rate, would It
no! he an attractive proposition If they could attach part of such a demand. with
agreement. onto the borough?

The borough had ItS main Income stream from the revenue of the two annual
fairs or markets. Although the income was a monetary collection it was not one
(hill fell totally on the local population, especially not the property- or
landholdcrs. If, as can be illustrated from the borough accounts, the market WaS

successful and formed a steady income flow. then the anracnon of usmg this
income to meet the parish responsibilities for aid may' have been beneficial to all
parties. including the general parishioners.

The suggesnon that the payments made to travellers hy the borough was a
'parish- fiscal decision can be explored by Cl comparison of the effects 'on the
income and expenditure of both church and borough. The income of both
organisations is detailed in Tables 8a and b. The expenditures MC more complex
and can be seen from their respective need to cover manv aspects of the
administration in the locality.

Expenditure for tJ1C churchwardens was the purchase of wine and breads for
the sacraments and for a small number of years the cost of aid for the travellers,
The 'GOyernOTS of Goods of the Church' held the responsibility for the fabric of
the church and considerable sums were spent on its mauuenance. There are
various sums for such as church armour. legal expenses. administration costs
such as Clerk, dog whipper. gatekeeper. the destruction of vermin of various
types. in addition la the costs arising from their parish obligations such as the
maintenance of roads and bridges.

Expenditure for the Portreeve would he costs of administering the borough.
such as the attendance of the steward. court costs. food. drink and gloves for the
fair-days. plus assorted costs of the labour for erecting and operating the market
stalls. Marc genera! expenses for the maintenance of the highways and bridges.
apparently only within the borough. included the costs of the supply of water via
pumps and wells and the paying and cleansing: of the streets. There arc very few'
cnmcs for anv repairs of the borough houses. which would indicate that sucb
were the responsibility of the tenants. The cos! of repairs and improvements to
the town hall and clock, the costs for bull baiting and the supply and repairs 10
the "cucking stool' 01" tumbrel arc regular crimes: the latter is not for over use hut
a fine for the lack of care or supply of a means of punishment



The operation of the financial accounts of the church 's income's is difficult
to equate to a full financial year due: to the constant inabi lity of the collectors to
raise the full rate. which gave rise to 'arrearagee ' (sic) , This incompleteness
annually makes it diffi cult to fonn a view on the propon ion of the annual
income mat was directed 10 cove r aid 10 travellers , The expe nses recorded bei ng
the actua l years cos ts will be a better source on which to make a cost compariso n
ofhow the church finances managed what was a largely unpredictable expense,

The borough acco unt was stable in its ope ration, reco rding actu al rece ipts in
the year they occu rred and simi larly the expenses for the given year. The income
from the market or fair wou ld have been collected on the day. giving litt le
opportunity for non-payment. Although the Portreeves did have arrears on their
account, this was from property rental s and some look many years to ba lance
out. AI the end of the year the accoun t was balanced and the surplus or deficit
transferred into the town stock.

Surpl lb~licil (lab ll(lK 15097·t1C1-
,,
:- '.
' . "
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Figure J : Surplus or d t ficit accoun t of churc h a nd borough 1597.1706 (annua lly)

From the extraction shown in Tables 8a and b it can be seen that the income
for tbe borough was relatively steady. Overall the borough made a surplus in
twelve of the sixteen f ive-year agg regates. and in the remaining periods losses
were not substantial. The church had a surplus in ten of the periods. It would
appear from lbis that there was not an overwhelming financial requirement 10
use the borough finances to relieve any financial pressure on the church (see Fig.
3).

The payme nts made for aid as a percentage rose above 4% in only three of
lhe sixteen periods in the borough and only once for the cburcb. the overall
averages being 0.03% and 0.6% respectively. On the C051of aid per person over
the period, the borougb gave an average of 2.9 pence and the church 3.7 pence.

"



The actual value of payments would appear to be totally arbitrary, no obvious
method of calculation is apparent indeed some amounts paid. in particular to
groups. would hardly provide for minimum sustenance." There are examples {If

specific aid whereby a householder is paid to supply effectively 'bed and
breakfast to a traveller. The sum paid In these cases is a greater amount than
that paid direct to a traveller. thus the presumption must he that m the majority
of cases the aid given was no! sufficient to provide both shelter and food. for
example' 'IMI: Paid John Rogcrs from quartering of four travellers which
required us by the King's orders .44d ... · [for 4 p~oplc} as opposed to '1627:
Gave unto 4 poor people ..Ad .. ' [for 4 people]." This leaves a picture of
travellers having to find shelter where it can be found. not a sccnano to endear
them 10 the population.

The results from the tabulations and analysis of the Jaw indicate that the
church and the borough each undertook their fiscal responsibilities, and that the
apparent collaboration possibly only extended in dealing with travellers. 111 other
respects it is possible to show instance". within both sets of accounts. where co
operation is lacking. especially in the church paying the borough ground rent for
its properties within the borough boundaries." This particular trade should gin::

a balancing credit-debit entry within the accounts. but there arc omissions on
both sides. Therefore. this interpretation of collaboration could show a
'cosmetic' fiscal operation whereby the 'parish' is meetmg its liability 'in the
way that IS cost effective to Its residents. especially those faced with payments of
rates. by offsetting costs on traders using the fair or market. What circumstances
would allow such collaboration to take place?

Management of (he parish was directed by a compact complexity of families
of status covering a wide spectrum of mrcrests. The majoruv of the manor land
and borough holding was under the control of Cl stewaro on behalf of the four
absentee landlords. the old monastic property had passed Into the possession of a
private owner. The day to day management involved a combination of the
steward. church and borough officials. The twenty-four "Governors of Goods of
the Church' were mainly from agricultural backgrounds. whereas the borough
would appear to have burgesses as its governing body'. There was some cross
over. particularlv in the churchwardens appointed. with the borough well
represented. The succession of father 10 son is well recorded by the use of
'Junior' appended to entries in both sets of accounts.

At the root of this governing group is an intricacy of marriages: very few of
the families recorded in the accounts were not inter-married. often over many
generations. Nc\\' families entering the parish that had or achieved a status soon
became part of the inter-relationships:". and this situation continued well into the
nineteenth century.
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Hamtyn, Anrhony-wifc Church warden' [I (,141 [+ Olive!" TrcJlick [1625-!-KJ No

-------
NidH)II~] [husbnndJ ...-._"'~.--" --~--_._ .._._-,,~.~ .........

Shame, Simou GOII of Goods [1612-16151 + Church Cheristow No
W,lrlkn (151)'-) ]

---- --------- .....- ------------- ~..--_..". ... -.... _.-

Row. Fr.l11CCS Gov of GIl\l(.!S [1608-161 I1 + Church l-lcscutr [J 625H\J No
Warden' [159KI

.
'i5f--~~~

.
Prust, H\lgh GOII of Goods [I r;12-161 Gorvin [1625+8 J No

---- ------... -- -----,--"""

Nicholl, Hueb Ciov of Goods [1604-1607J Brownsbnm 1625+8J No
Curwithy, John Church Wardcn' Ir;il'7'j""'"'' ,-- Longfllrlon' [1625 f8] No ----_.--.,,"',- --....." .....-
Cornish, ! lugh Church Warden' llS'J7L Natccu [1625+8] No
Vinc, llcnr '

~"-_....~ .._---
Eddistonc [1625-181 No_.._.. """I..Y!l,~lrch Wardcn' ISlJ +- !?!~I_l__~0l.'scl .--. ,--",........ --"'''"'--

Gulsworthv, John _____ .~:~~cJ.l.~~~rdcl,l'Jl;'i\)~Ll::JY illinm DarkJ Moorc [I (,251,'1] No
----- --

Snow, William-wife " ,.. ~·,~l_t~ !:~!,l__ Y~'-_~I~!. C_ll' Ii_~~~~\)J_. L1l_~I_:~~ ~~ I! ~U Wi.:Ilst'onl [lh25] -Tosl-crrv r16~H 1 No
,..".,.- .....".-

Prusr, John Church Warden' U"lll.! Elmscou [1625-1-.'-1] No._.-.. -..-,-..,,,,,,..
J-IC<II'd, Henry

..••....
Church Warden' [1602J Milford [1(,25-I-S] No

--------------------- ....- .. -._.., ......"" .... .. _..._--_...._----
Cann's, Lconard-wi re Church warden' [1602] [h\l~banLlJ Norton [1(,25-!-K) No

"-~-- ..,, .. -..,,' ..~.~..- _.._---------------

DOtIOll, ·l}~(l!_l_'?_S __S~~~~~"Y arden' [1604] Wclsford No
- -,,--------------- ..-.-_. ..... ------ .... . --- ... -

Arkin. W_l~;II_ll_._,,,_,, .. _ ...~ ....__1 Gov of Goods [l596-15l)')J Blcaberrv [1(,25--i-K1 No
J2.2~~1~~1}!_,·rh(l_ll1_,1_~_

,
Church Wnrden' [1605/6-1 Milford rH,2,, 1 NoI-- ,,---------------- .

I
.. ----- .. ------ -- ..._--.".",,,.._----

_S,"r,~~_..rii~~_~______ Pen Reeve I-larton [I S(,61 -~_r I 62.~::-_~J No
Tbonv f1625 .' X-I"

-" ..__ ....-----------------------
_P_~_II_~,gcX,T~l,(1_ll_1::l~ __ Church Warden' [1('(17[ No

---------- -- ----- ._" ...._-_.-
Culwill. william Church Wnnlen'1I60S] Soulhole [162Hl. ___ No-..----.------,-"'... " ..- ----- - - ---------"".""-"-"",,,--,,,- ---"-' --'" -------------------------
Nichol John of Erson Church Warden' [1601lJ I Elsllll No

I 1larron
._-.-.. ..----,--- ..........." ......" .. --"..".~._._.__._-

Nicholl, John Church Warden' [1(jOR] [1625+~1 No..........",,,..,,,,-_.. --------- --------------------"-----",,----_.... ,,, -"-"".._.._.._'-------------



Table 9 ccntinncn

._._LN=o___ I

Ex !\~_~_"y.l:!!!..~s______ ,_
No

----

N"
No

~_ .._-~-~'-----
No

--------
No--""_._.-"",,,,----

U_~l.~ ..~_:t:,~J" No
No_....-"",,--,,-_._,

.~.~.

I
"--"-,,-,,,, ..--.." -

No
" ...._- - .. -----

--~ ----,,,-,,._...._..
ton Residence

Shaplcy]
----------- ---,,,...._-------- - ------

_~I_I~ [I~15_1_(!JJ:I_Q i Ics Ncthcrtou r1~l..?_~.::~J_ ..
1_~~(U._(:}~lJ Chcristow [ 1625+K

--

c_'1~11fllf1 Emscott [162S+KI ---",
un' I r~l.L~J Pill [I ri25+K]

,,--, ....._------ -
un' r16121 Blngdoll [I (1::'51-,1;]

-, r I Sl)7)~-15()()1 Gnwlish [ 15(,6] , Fattacotf
---

en' [I (,0<1- Nonon [1625 1-:;q
rdcn' [16D31 l-Barnabas Unknown
Sbilll(!J

-----
['1l'H,(lg_1J Unknown.."--,,,------------------ _..----,

!.2l~.0.~_!.~.(~~J Ih1l'llln
--

.~!l_·JI§_()yJ"t_~__q_!!£!' Shaplcy j Ncthcrton [\(i25+KI
------ ----------

Church Wurd
Gov orCiool!
Chun.:h Ward

Namc== grh~ll_I_P_o_,_'i~

...~.<:'.y~.!iD.lP Church Word
Shennc. Willinm Church Wan

- ---_..--". '" ,,'------------ -_..- ----

Prust. Willl,un Church Want..~...~.,,---,,-
Corn ish. J(1)I!_ _ __--1~(~J"H~",,~hcW"_C"~nl

1~I<lgdoll.L~l!.l.ll ..~. Church Wan!
Scccor»bc. John Gent Gov ofGood
l'crcc, ~~~.~.c-.!:t~ Church Ward
l-lolm'II\. John-wife Church Wn

llathcrl ] [hu



Tt could be argued that Hartland presented a peculiarity in terms of the
'management of the parish The Dynham family, making their principal
residence at NutwelL24 on the Exe estuary. had become absentee landlords for
Hanland. The Abbat family. having purchased the dissolved religious house, did
not exert as much in the way ofinfluence as may be expected, especially' in view
of the deeply entrenched nature of other localised families, some of considerable
wealth. such as the Prusrs, Pridcaux. Vcllys. Arundcls and Bouchicrs. 11 IS

interesting to note that in the early period covered by this investigation the
tenants of farms forming the landholding of the dissol vcd Abbey did 1I0t provide
many of the people who occupied a posmon as an official (see Table 9). TIllS
could possibly reflect the system of land leases ill operation, with three lifetimes
being a standard form. Therefore. the tenants had not achieved the same status as
those on property held under the Dynbams. This property' was increasingly being
sold off in portions to its tenants by (he heirs of Lord Dynham: the 'new' owner
achieving an Increase In standing and therefore becoming eligible to hold office.

This combination of circumstances had produced Cl parish that had become
familiar to being administered by its own 'minor' gentry elite, and that through
this system had developed a method of ncgnung direct taxation where and. when
possible. The payments to itinerant travellers arc an identifiable residue of such
collaboration and an example of local fiscal prudence.

The transfer of a cost from farmer or burgess onto that of trader using the
fair or market would no doubt be a welcome relief. The costs incurred by the
trader, who may be from outside the pansh. would be minimal and probably
invisible, therefore raising no objection. In all this arrangement is a very neat
piece of creative accounting to the advantage of the majority or the parishioncrs.

There are 110 other instances of this happening In other local parishes.
accepting that the same set of circumstances arose in vel}! few parishes Within
northern Devon or COfn\\'<lI1. The existence of both an operational borough and a
church system with extant account books, alongside a recognised transport route.
IS not common outside the primary administrative towns of Bidcford. Bamstap!c
or Torringron. The accounts of the main towns arc more complex and do not
readily allow interrogation in the \\"ay that those of Hartland do. The importance
of Bamstaple and Bidcford as main sea trade ports eventually brought the
demise of Hartland and its markets. although in various forms a market
continued 10 exist until the mid-1950s.

Notes and references
1. Gytha. mother of King Harold, gave her manor of Nistcnstok to twelve

secular canons reputedly in thanksgiving for the life of her husband saved
from shipwreck: Chore 19-40, p 19

2. Thc manor of Nisrenstok 1S considered (0 be the foundation lands of the
Abbey at Hartland on its translation to an Augustinian house: Chopc. p. 54.



3. The records of the Arundels of Cornwall arc deposited in the Cornwall
Records office, Truro, and open the discussion of the management of the
Dynharn lands following the division in 1501.

4. The rate collection at Hartland amounted to £16 tor a penny rate and.£8 for
half penny. The number of rates per year varied up to a maximum of 32 in
one year.

5. Locally the Rural Dean WOlS Identified within the account books as the 'Dene
Rular .

6. Hartland parish was divided into three areas known as. 'gathers'. north. west
and middle. The boundaries of these areas were established in alignment
with [he primary river valleys of the parish and could be very ancient by
their nature. See Hobbs :2008.

7. See Hobbs :2005. p. 1:24.
8. Other books of records of the same period. and kept at regular periods, show

a different hand and certainly many shades of ink mix.
9. Harton Town Trust is .3 charitable organisation under the care of seven

Trustees, and manages the 'residue' of the ancient borough and holds .thc

borough archive.
10.Officla] responsibilities amounted 10 the payments to classes of people

travelling within their employment on government service. and such people
as being returned to the rightful parish of residency under the poor laws.

11. An example of the progression of the modern road system can be secn when
comparing the If;09 Ordnance Survey map with the similar map of 1900,
whereby a number of the older tracks are passed over in favour of upgraded
roads that take fuller consideration of the use of wheeled transport.

12. The road entering into Hartland parish from the south crosses Bursdon Moor
on Its western edge, thus passing thc high ground composed of wet
moorlands and cuJm grasslands. This road may be a relic of earlier times
when the habitation of Stoke, a veneration spot to St Ncctan and the site of a
religious foundation. was of more Importance than the habitation of Harton.
ltthus reflected the existence ofa mOTC direct route.

13. Reference to this change is made by Rev'. Stcphcn Hawker 111 his writings.
and the compassion he tried to introduce in the locality for the victims of
such incidents of shipwreck.

14. References to these events are alluded to In Sir 7170IIJOS Smcley: Traitor
extraordinarv, John Izon (1956. P. 17). Although not a full academic text on
Ireland. as Stucley was closely linked to Hartland. it seemed an appropriate
reference on the trend of events.

IS. Wickes 1980 and Cuopc (undated research notes held by Harrland Digital
Archive) each esurnatc the population of Hartland parish as around 1.500 ll1

the mid-seventeenth century.



16. Under the Settlement Act of 1697 Strangers were allowed to settle ill a new
parish if they were armed with a certificate fr0111 their home parish
guaranreemg to take them back if they became in need of poor relief
Paupers were la wear a capital P on their clothing followed by a letter
indicating their home parish.

17, Chrisropher Tull (undated), Vicar of Rose Ash, Devon, wrote a short aniclc
to support a charity walk by his parishioners on the route of manners
passing through north Devon on route for Bristol.

18. The church account suffered constantly from under-collection at the gathers.
with subsequent payments of the debt then recorded in the year it is paid.
This is a reflection of the accounting style of the period where a modem
profit and loss is not being recognised. The consequence is a fluctuating
income flow that would need to he rcbalanccd 10 form a true reflection of the
actual yearly income due. Therefore the calculation is made on mentes
received per year as recorded in the account books.

19. If some form of judgement was being made by the almoner it was not
apparent. as some payments made to individuals far exceeded the amount
paid to groups of 10 people. It may be that a form of public relations was in
action. spreading the idea that large groups of itinerants would not be
welcome in this parish and any payment reflected this - but this has to be
conjecture as there is no supporting evidence of any system of allocating
monies.

20. These two examples are typical of the difference in payments direct to a
recipient and those paid to a third party for 'quartering',

11. The church owned a farm called Tray and a holding called Colehousc within
the borough on which [I ground rent was payable. Both these properties and
a third called Staddon were the subject of protracted enquiries <It the
Dissolution into the Abbot failing to disclose the full extent or the property
of the Abbey. It was many years before these properties reappeared on the
church books, ostensibly at the end of their fixed tenancy agreements?

n. Hobbs, 2005. p. 54.
23. Hobbs. .. pp. 71-12::! explores the family connections of all the people

seated within the church as indicated on the seating plan or 1613. The
intcrmarriagcs of all families are exceptional, hut those within the upper
echelons are such that they form a consistent theme through the periods up
until the mid-nineteenth century. At this point the disposal of lands and
estates is such that many 'new' tarnilies also enter the parish and proceed to
take up positions of authority. thus weakening the pre-existing dominant
group and replacing it by a more fluid group of locally influential people.

24. Karen Jaukulak 2000. pp, 167-171. gives a detailed breakdown or the
Dynham family and its English.Brittany estates up until the 150 I division.
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The Devon County Pauper Lunatic Asylum,
1841-56

Dororhy Presswell

The asylum at Exminstcr \\<l~ opened to receive patients from the Poor Law
Unions within the administrative county' of Devon In July 1845. It was
transferred to the National Health Scrv ice in 1948 and closed In 19k(l. After its
sale, the building complex was converted into modern day apartments by M.
\V.T. Architects, Exeter. Ltd. mow Kensington Taylor. Architects). and is now
known as Devington COUlt.

In 1841 the Devon Midsummer Sessions recorded that:

Whereas at the: last General Quarter Sessions of the Peace held for Ihi~ County' it
was ordered that public notice should be gin:n in Trcvman, £.1'('1(',- Flyi'lg PO,\'I

nCWSp:lIKr that the Justices at these Sessions would rake mto consideration the
cxpcdicncv of providing in and for this County ;1 County Lunatic Asvtum for the
reception of insane persons. Ordered that one Rate he assessed at every quarter
session in addition to the Rates ordered to be taiccd for thc General Purpose or the
county and applied towards the expenses of providing and erecting the said
Asylum, I

AI a meeting of the Visiting Justices duly convened by the Clerk of the
Peace. it was resolved that the Committee proceed to the selection of a plan for
the intended asylum. There were three plans submitted. Mcssrs Scou and
Moffat. Mr Mosclcv and that of the Dcvoniun archuccr Charles fowler. If \\'<1S

proposed by Lord Courtcnay and seconded by Sir E.S. Pridcaux that the plnn
sentto the committee by Mr Charles Fowler be selected."

On 20 July ]841 Fowler submitted three possible sites on offer, and the
following month it was resolved that the land at Exminstcr offered by the Earl of
Devon and Mrs Collins he purchased as a site tor the proposed asylum at a cost
not exceeding one hundred pounds ;1Il acre. John Drew was appointed Surveyor
and William Debenharn. the Clerk of Works. On the 24 February 184:::' the
lender by Mcssrs Harvcy of 00. ] 63 14s Od was accepted. TIllS tender bore no
relation 10 the eventual cost of the asylum. There were constant additions as the
years passed, resulting in a report dated a April] 845 that the total expenditure
already incurred. and further required. [0 complete the building would be about
£55,000, which included gas apparatus and other works. The cost for the
provision for bedding. furniture and clothing before the asylum opened was
estimated at £4.000.

What the architect proposed \\<1." pioneering ill concept. movmg away from
the eighteenth-century Bedlams which housed the insane m dreary conditions
that afforded an afternoon's outing for those local inhabitants who sought



entertainment. He undertook a considerable degree of research which resulted in
him :

conferring with many eminent persons engaged in con ducti ng these establishments:
as well as others who have devoted their particular attention 10 the subject ; by which
means I have collected much valuab le information, at tbe same time evincing great
diversity barb of lheory and practice.'

Figu re 1: Right-ha nd lodge.

Fowler placed great emp has is OD the authoritarian role of the asy lum. He
considered it of importance tha t the lodges and entrance gates shou ld be 'of a
plain bu t very substantia l construction, consistent with the charac ter of the
establishment to which it leads ' (see Fig. 1).4

The asy lum was not built to be an integral part of Exminster village. The
emphasis was on containment and supervision . It was a self-enclosed area le

confine the patients housed there. There was , however, the compensanon of a
site with magnificent panoramic views across the Exe estuary. It was an enviable
location, and living within a bui lding that had been designed to flood the interio r
with natural light was a welcome improvement to the well being of a
disadvan taged group in society.

The archi tect designed a building on tbe principles of the Dew model prison
at Pentonville, as his objective was to provide for adequa te superv ision. A large,
crescent shaped structure, giv ing access to ward s leading off it like the spokes of
a wheel (see Fig. 2) was fromed by an imposing administra tive block (Fig. 3).
The exterior of the wards had a bleak look in sp ite of the large windows, and the



appearance of these blocks was greatly enhanced by the addition of some bay
windows later in the century.

Figur~ 2: One or rh e: ra d iating wlng5.

Whilst Fowler's work concentrated on the principles of Pentonville prison,
the energetic Or John Charles Bucknill. the newly appointed governor of tbe
asylum, based bis administration on an existing asylum and there was a close
association with the Hanwell Lunatic Asylum. On 7 August 1844 Or Bucknill
proposed to the committee tbat samples of furniture and a box containing a
sample of every article of clothing in use at Hanwell Asylum, including those
introduced as substitutes for personal restraint, should be obtained. 'The
freightage to Topsham would be very trifling while the advantages and certainly
the satisfaction would be great ' .s

StalTIog
The committee of visiting magistrates approved the proposed salaries and wages
for the staff of the hospital and advertisements were placed in The Times.
Morning Chronicle and Trewman's Exeter Fly ing Post. The governor was to be
paid £400 p.a., the gardener end porter (a joint appointment at the time) £40 and
the head male attendant £45 and a suit of clothes. It is of interest 10 observe that
the head female attendant was paid at the lower rate of £30 per year and,
furthennore, was not provided with any clothing, Whilst there were 12 male
keepers paid at either £25 or £20 per year W ith a surt of clothes each, the 12
female keepers were paid at £ 14 or £.10 per year without the provision of



clothin g. A porter was paid £15 p.a. plus livery, a coo k £20 and a laundress
£20.6

Figure 3: The admlnlurative block.

The issue of clothing for the female attendants had 10 be addressed within
two months of the asylum 's openin g, when it was reso lved that a gown be given
to each of the female attendants in the refractory wards et an expense not
exceeding twenty shillings each. In 1847 increasing numbers in the idiotic,
refractory and melancholy wards res ulted in a gratu ity of £I being paid to every
attendant.

Adm issions
Admission papers for the year 1845 comprised the Justice's Order for Recept ion
in the Asy lum wit h the necessary statement and medical certi fica te. Where
appropriate, there were some Home Office warrants and Warrants under the
Roya l Sign Man ual for the reception of the criminally insane.

so



It IS clear from the evidence existing in the records that there was a strict

formality ill the approach to admitting those committed to the asylum. A. printed
form required information 111 regard 10 a number of questions relating to:
supposed physical causes, supposed moral causes: whether the patient had
endured much privation or domestic gricfs. or had bee» a drunkard; whether
sensible of. and attentive to, the calls of nature. A covering letter from the
governor, Dr Bucknill. to those committing the patient stated that the proposed
inmate would be admitted on any Monday or Thursday. between the hours of
eleven and three o'clock only. It further advised that the patient must be sent
within fourteen days of the date of the letter.

On the] July 18.+5 the minute book recorded that the asylum would be open
for the reception of male patients on the I ~[Ii instant and for the reception of
female patients on 28;1; instant- and on 5 August Dr Bucknill reported 20 male
and 33 female patients admitted. Males with vcry few exceptions were In a quiet
and comfortable condition and their bodily health good. but many of the females
came to the establishment in a stare of emaciation and weakness, three of them
being very refractory and many very dirty

The asylum admission book records many sad tales. Entry number 5'+. Marv
Luscombe. aged 4!t was admitted on August (} 1845, Her husband had been
transported nine yetlrs previously. but another woman followed him generating a
jealousy responsible for her melancholy She had been in SCr\ICC. but became
'flighty' and garrulous talking much about the Queen and other great people.
On admission she became low and weak. the doctor concluding that the illness
had been brought on by the change of life. She died si "teen days alter admi,slon
of 'general paralysis". A shocking example occurred when Dr Bucknill reported
that a lunatic called Charles Luxrnore had been brought 10 the asylum from
Lcwtrencbard where he had been confined in a dark closet hy hiS family for the
last 11 years naked and manacled". The Tavistock Union reported that it was
their intention to bring a Bill of Indictment _against John '{eo at the coml1lg
ASSizes 'for the cruel treatment of the lunatic".'

Causes of death during the early period of the asylum's existence arc \\'ell
recorded. There were many cases of rhthisls (any disease that causes wasting of
the body. especially pulmonary tuberculosis): some of cholera: and some of
bronchitis. epilepsy. and the more vague diagnoses of general exhaustion. old
age and decay. and of chronic insanity. There were two suicides.

For those patients who left the infirmary. the! were discharged either as
cured or on a month's trial. There were a few recorded as 'escaped". Some who
were discharged on trial were later readmitted, Criminal lunatics, when cured.
could be discharged if considered of sound mind. and application made \0 the
Secretary of State for discharge.

Thc minute book or the Visiting Justices to the Devon County Lunatic
Asylum recorded montbjy meetings to visit the wards and to receive reports for
the previous month on admissions. discharges and deaths. There were
applications from the Unions for their panents to be discharged and full details
of accounts tor tenders or bills for payment submitted by the treasurer fOI'

;;1



authorisation. The appointment of staff and the general maintenance of the
asylum together with administrative matters were meticulously recorded.

Poor Law Unions
The minute book detailed the commencement of the administrative process of
transferring patients from the Poor LrJW Unions 10 the County Pauper Asylum
The response W<lS sloe 1!1 coming. Reluctant to incur the charges of maintaining
their inmates clscwherc.fhe Guardians of the Unions in the county 'from which
the Pauper Lunatic.'; have not yet been sent 10 the Asylum had their attention
drawn to 'the compulsory clauses of the late Act [Statute 9 George I'· cap 40]
and the penalties for omitting to comply with thel1l·.~

The early years in the life of the institution recorded the reluctance of the
Poor Law Unions to maintain their paupers outside their respective workhouses.
A letter from the Board of Guardians at the Tomes Union requesting the
discharge of their 'harmless idiots and lunatics is a good example", and within a
year of opcnmg its doors. the asylum received a letter from the Clerk 10 the
Board of Guardians of the Torrington Union calling the attention of the
Committee to the charge made on the parishes for the maintenance of paupers
and, whilst it was hoped that the asylum would give every alleviation to the
suffering inmates. it should be done within the least expense to the already over
burthcncd (sic) public. The commitrees response was la reassure that they \\'crc
'most anxious lo enforce the strictest economy and to keep the weekly charge of
maintenance at the lowest possible sum'." The Poor Law Unions took every
opportunity 10 criticise the asylum. such as the complaint made: to the asylum by
the Clerk to the Board of Guardians of the Honiton Union when Rosa Radford
had been discharged "having the itch,.11

But the complaints were nor one SIded. The asylum remonstrated with the
Chairman of the Barnstaplc U1110n informing him that pauents from the union
were usually left at Crediton, in the custody of a stranger. with directions to
bring thorn on to the asylum, and that sometimes a man was entrusted with the
care of a female patient. It was observed that it was most desirable that the
Union Parish Officer only should be the conveying party. Dr Buckni1J lost no
opportunity in the endeavour to raise standards of care when be wrote to the
Chairman of the Tomes Board of Guardians respecting the naked state in which
Susan Martin. d. lunatic pauper belonging 10 that Union. was brought to the
asylum in a cm. The patient was under the care of Thomas Swinnerton from the
Union who represented that the situation arose from the hardness of the parish
officers who had refused decent elothing. l

:

The attention to the patients' physical well-being encompassed the decision
for one hundred suits (If men's clothing being ordered. although there was the
prudent rider in the respective committee minute 'that six suits be first obtained
from the Pcntonville Prison as patterns for inspection'.'-' Tenders went out for
150 suits of clothing. and the successful one was awarded to Mr Gcorge Spark
who charged 17< 6d per suit. The bills passed for payment in 1847 demonstrate
the diversity of needs within rhe asylum. In October of that year .£8 Ss Sd was



paid to Peters for snuff and soda. £4 3s Od to Gale for coffins and sawdust, IJs
Rd for leeches from Holman and Ham and 2s 6d to Wcbbcr for a stethoscope.

Spiritual and recreational care
By the end of 1845 a non resident Chaplain to the Asylum had been appointed at
a stipend of £150 a year and the governor was requested to provide two dozen
Common Prayer Books for the use of the patients. The chaplain 's role in the
patients' spiritual care was fully detailed in the minutes of a meeung held in
1849. when his duties were fully defined. He was to conduct divine service
cvcry Sunday and daily prayers e\·cry morning. He was 10 acquaint himself with
the peculiarities of character in the panents and report any observations made
whilst m conversation with them. In hIS regular reports he had to detail the
number of VIsits made to the asylum independent of any services conducted. and
state the number of patients who had benefited from his religious
communications. He was also to monitor whether patients of other religious
persuasion than the Church of England had been visited by ministers of their
own persuasion. By 185I the chaplain was also responsible for the direction of
the work of Mr Esworthy. the schoolmaster at Exminster, who was employed as
a Reader in the wards at the rcmunerauon of one shilling a night.

The mmutes recorded the commencement of the recreational therapy
undertaken for the inmates 'that three periodical papers (namely) Il!usfro((!d
London /1/ell'S, Pictorial Times and PUI/ch be obtained for the amusement of the
patients', and Or Buckmll was authorised to expend the sum of twenty pounds
on books for their use." By 1848 the periodicals were substantially increased,
but it is doubtful whether all of them were for the benefit of the patients when
one reads that further publications should Include Shairps London Magazine.
Chambers Edinburgh Journal, Chambers Libraryfor The Youllg and the Fnendtv
Visitor, In that same year a violincellc and two flutes were purchased at an
expense not exceeding ,£5. By 1849 the publications had been further Increased
to include The Gardeners Chronicle and The Atheneusn

Staff discipline
The committee had every intention that the staff should matntam high personal
standards. Over the years there were reports to the COln1111t!ee resulting 111

dismissals or admonitions. Mr Waiter. the house steward, had been frequently
intoxicated and was insolent to the attendants. using violent and improper
language. He was dismissed, to depart after his accounts had been audited by the
finance committee. An attendant. lames Westcort. gave away a pair of shoes
belonging to the asylum to Jonarhan Trotter Fry who had been a patient 12
months before. He was called in, severely reprimanded and discharged. Ann
Ncwhcrry and Janc Couscns (two servants) were observed removing butter and
cocoa. They were immediately discharged with no payment or wages. and when
Marv Clift, an attendant having by carelessness suffered Sarah Horn, a patient
to escape, the sum of IOs was deducted from her wages. Bazley. the baker, was
admonished because he was partly responsible for Joscph Jervis escaping whilst



under his supervision. Jarvis was recaptured at a cost of £2 Ss Ad, and Bazley
was informed that if it happened agalt1 he would be required In pa:' a portion of
the expenses in recapturing the patient. J1 resulted in Baztcv glVlllg his notice to

quit.

Health
In 1840 the cholera outbreak that had prevailed In Exeter and ils neighbourhood
struck with severity within the confines of the asylum. On 5 September a
meeting of the Committee of Visitors was specially convened to consider the
prevalence of English Cholera in the asylum. There had already been 12 deaths
in the month of August. and at the lime of the meeting 40 patients and some
attendants had been stricken: the greatest sufferers being the aged. those
suffering WIth disease of the chest or with palsy, and 'in that state of imbeciluv
which prevents all reaction '. Or Bucknill reported:

With J vicw ((1 checking its prevalence I have discontinued the use of vegetables by
the patients and in lieu OfPOI<1IOCS I have subsruurcd rice on the meat days and one
third ITIML' paste on the pie days. During the last few days, the pastry has been made
of "qual quantities or maize and wheaten tlOUI" ro lessen the expense of the
augmented farinaceous diet. The gruel for breakfast and supper has bee» made
according to the dietary with rhc addition of cayenne pepper, this condiment has
also been added to the rice. In No 5 wards. male and female, containing the idiotic
and weak patients. strong beer has been substituted for weak table beer which
dUring close weather is liable to be too new or acid. IS

Two visiting specialists. Dr Bfuckall and Mr Bamcs. \\ClC at a loss to
understand why the disease should show itself. The- site was well chosen. the
ventilation very good and the drains C:\CClIe111Iy manage-d. They also observed
that the dietary was a good one and the bread and the beer. (IS well as the butter.
excellent in their kind. The vrsuors committee accepted the findings of Or
Blackall and Mr Bames who concluded that within little more than 12 months:

there are brought together nearly 230 pauents coming from various quarters. many
after very IOllg confinement. others affected with bodily disease, or idiots. quite
helpless and incapable of taking the least care of themselves. Should an epidemic
occur in the house or be introduced to it. the effect (In these d.::hilitatcd habits will be
proponioually great."

Classification of patients
SOCl<Jl change occurred within the asylum in 184R when it was resolved that a
higher class of patient should be admitted and that "two separate wings of the
buildings be appropriated and fitted up for that purpose 1- After advertisements
were placed in The' Tunes, The Doilv: .\'eH'S, The Lances and Exeter F~l'illg Post
such private patients were admitted. and it was estimated that after deductions
for maintenance and staffing a rotal of 1\ private patients would improve the
hospiral'.s Income by £195 per week. Compared to the County paupt::r pancnts



who were, at that time, charged Ss shillings per week. and the Borough paupers
charge (because they did not contribute 10 the County rate of taxation) of ll s 6d.
this was of considerable financial benefit.

By lR49 there were ]69 patients in the asylum. 210 female and 159 male.
T\vo years later the 1851 Census throws further light upon (hose accommodated
there. By then the numbers had nscn to 428 patients with 31 resident staff The
oldest pauper patients were two unmarried women of 7B years. one had been a
schoolmistress and the other a servant. The youngest was a child of nine years,
the daughter of a tailor. Private patients were small in number, 5 male and 4
female. Of the men who were classified as private patients. occupations were
listed as a retired chemist and druggist. a butcher. a licensed victualler, a baker
and a farmer. The women were identified as being either gentlewomen or of
independent means. In the asylum attbet time was a small group of six criminal
patients. four of them being identified as lunatics. The remaining 41::; were all
identified as pauper patients. with diverse occupations. many of the men from
the extracuvc industries whilst many of the women (where their occupations had
been identified) had been servants One W3S listed a 'kept mistress' IS

By 1856 the asylum had within us walls 224 male and "272 female patients.
So successful had it become that there was a temporary need for an over-flow
house until the asylum premIses could be extended. A house \\·as taken fora
lease of one year. at a rent of E 100 p.a .. at Trcfuses Terrace. Exrnouth. to
accommodate the overflow of patients On 5 August 29 female patients were
transferred. enabling Plymouth Corporation to be informed that their patients
could now be accommodated at the asylum from 10 August. Plymouth's request
that the citys pauper patients be admitted to the Devon County Asylum
signalled Devon's final acceptance of the institution's important role in the care
or the menially ill.

The records relating to the Devon County Pauper Lunatic Asylum for the
years 1841-1856 are preserved In the Devon Record Office. I" They prove that
under the direction of a dedicated governor. Or John Buckl111L the institution had
become well established and was fulfilling its original concepts. The building
continued to serve the county' of Devon as. a hospital for a further 130 years.

Notes and references
1. Devon Record Office (DRO) RO Q/S 116,/1 County of Devon Quarter

Sessions: records relating to lunatics and lunatic asylums.
:!. DROQ/S I-nil Visiting Justices Minute Book 19July IS41.
3 Ihid Report by Charles Fowler on construction 19 October IR41
",DROQ'SI47·'117\laylR42.
5. lout. 7 August 1844.
6. Ihid -' December 1844.
7. Ibirf.6i\.·lay·1851.
8 Ihid. 23 August 1845.
9 (hid 10 July 1849.
10. lhid. 3 J March 1846.



11. Ibid. 4 August 1846.
12. Ibid.]4 September 1852.
13. lbid 13 January 1846_
14. lbid II October 1845.
15. lhid 4 August 1846.
16. lbid. 18 September 1846.
17. lbid I 1 April l848_
18. Census of population 1851, County Lunatic Asylum.
19. Other primary sources consulted for this article were: ORO 3769//\ Exc Vale
Hospital Exminster, Records of Administration (H2/1 a Admission Papers (2- 79)
July-August 1845. H2/l b Admission Papers (80-21 i) August-December 1845.
H9/1 Medical cases - admissions 37-540 August 1845 - July 1848. H46/1
Quarterly bills summary book December 1849 - June 1859: ORO DEVON Q/S
IIEil Register of persons admitted to asylums. ORO DE\/ON Q.iS 147/1
Visiting Justices Minute Book 1841-1856.

Dorothy Presswell has now published her research relating to William
Courtenay. ninth Earl of Devon (1768-1835). in The exiled Earl: Williasn
Connenoy -fO[( andfiction (1009, privately printed, available from the author
at: 37 Redford Meadow. Kingsbridge, Devon, TQ7 ISH: £4.99 post free). TI1lS
is a revisionist work based on the discovery of a folio of letters (I 823-5j'of the
London lawyer John Wilkinson. Dorothy is now undertaking research on the
cartoonists of the Second world war (see query. p. ).
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The cost of living in Elizabethan Devon

John Roherts

Those of us who have lived long enough to sec basic wages rise. in some cases.
one hundred-fold in less than 50 years. may have a morbid interest in our own
society and its historic endurance of inflation But -,InY method of matching
living standards with those of a remote period will inevitably be unsatisfactory.
For example. there is no way to compare the regular payments to chanrry priests
praying for souls in 1485 with the expense of wigs in 1785. the price of a high
bicycle in 1885 and of a video-recorder today. To purchase a plurality for a clerk
in Holy Orders cost an Exeter merchant, John Willoughby. £4 in October 1558;
and a dispensation for a marriage cost him £5. Both had to be obtained from
Rome with the aid of a London notary. plus anotherEf that he paid for a further
dispensation on 12 November.' Doubtless both these deals fell through when the
young queen Elizabeth ascended the throne five days later. Thereafter. any such
payments went only to the church courts inside England - and we know many of
the charges in the diocesan courts in Devon. This led to a useful fall in some
costs. Social patterns change, an expense once luxurious becomes quasi
essential. other charges become irrelevant; and the shift of expenditure from one
item to another, over a period, distorts the whole pattern for later observers.

Nor does it even end there \Ve arc wealthier beyond comparison with our
ancestors. One computation has suggested that the middling-to-large medieval
castle employed over 300 servants to achieve the work-load disposed of by a
single modern housewife with electrical equipment at her beck. Yet one may
wonder whether the satisfaction achieved by the housewife wirh her vacuum
cleaner switched off and on is at all comparable with that of the lady of the
castle at whose nod the staff of domestics scurried and curtsied. Those flunkeys
were expensive. In 1580 when Sir John Gilbert of Grcenway and Mr. Edward
Yarde of Bradley visited Dartmouth 'with their retinue about the muster' the
meal paid for by the Mayor cost the borough £2 4s 8d~ - at a lime when a fair
sized repast could probably be bought there for 6d.

The only way to get a satisfactory idea of a standard of living is in its OWl1

terms, and what follows is an attempt to give this for Elizabethan Devon No
statistics arc available. bUL fortunately. relevant documents offer a general
picture. and, supplemented by other information, much can he discovered or
inferred. The cost of living rose dunng the queen's reIgn, most of all during the
final decade. but many charges and costs were still fixed by tradition and the
indication which these ~pve may suffice for our purposes. Or. W.G. Hoskms
reckoned that before industrialization the average spending on food and drink
took around 90 11'6 of income for the mass of people. Since one harvest in four
might be below average. the people were very vulnerable to fluctuations in
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prices and therefore the cost of living varied considerably. if not every year.
certainly over short periods. sometimes months. sometimes years. And of course
the proporuon of the population who, for 3. variety of reasons, lived partly or
wholly outside the market economy was much greater than today.

In 1595 two proclamations were approved in Exeter. within a day or so of
each other.' They fixed the wages respectively for the city and for the county of
Devon. Promulgated by the magistrates of the city and {he county. they were
broadly the same and in places identical. But there were certain significant
differences which give some clues to economic differentiation and raise
questions.

Labourers were expected to make do with less money during the winter
months. Dally maximum weekly wages in slimmer would include 4d for
victuals. Assuming a six-day week and a married worker with children. the
average young family would then have to subsist on ~s pCI' week for food nnd
the same amount for all other expenses. In wintertime only Is 6d would be paid
in wages for each. Some idea of the cost of food for a child may be gfimpscd: at
Ashburton in 1562, for the upkeep of an orphan whose relatives contributed la

his income, his guardian received 14s each quarter.
At corn harvest-time Devonshire mowers were 10 be paid 2s 6d tor basic

wages. plus 2s 6d for victuals. The higher rates had two probable causes. Despite
the extra food provided et harvest-time, the long hours and hard work required
more foodstuffs in the family meals: and competition for workers would
inevitably put on pressure and tend la raise rates

In 1594 the Devon justices set the yearly rate for a bailiff or servant of 'the
best sort', capable of directing the work of others. at fiOs 4d. with apparel. or 73$
8d without. A man servant of the third-best sort. or a plain labourer in
husbandry, at ..lOs, (probably with apparel): and a woman servant of the best sort
able to take charge ofmalting. brewing and baking at 16s 8d with apparel or ~3s

4d withou!.~

One Devon yeoman, William Honiwell. who employed a workman 1Il 1596,
allowed 6d a day for his diet. In August 1598 the aver<lge day's wages that he
paid 10 a reaping man were 12d and to a woman reaping wa.<; about 6d or 7d. A
manservant (no doubt a domestic with hoard provided) was engaged for 54s 4d
for the whole of 1599 5

Although the Privy Council allowed the Spanish prisoners 111 Devon in 1588
only 4d pel' diem the Mayor of Dartrnouth may have raised it: but the 5d he
required to have reimbursed included pay for their guards." Between the issue
and reissue of the city assessment. the monthly rates for seamen serving on the
merchant coasters against the Spanish Armada in 1588 was 14$. There the total
cost of wages and victuals \\'3S eslim3ted as 23s 4d per month for each man.

Seamen in Dartmourh were paid at Armada time at the rate of 10s per week
inclusive. that IS. the new rate of 1585 s In 1543-4 some local men called for
defence in East Devon had been ordered to receive 4d per day. but as they did
no! get paid properly this may have been considered a high figure.') When. in
1572, a neighbouring local gentleman. Sir Arthur Champcmown. had proposed



that 500 local foot-soldiers would volunteer tor the queen's service. he suggested
rnthat they should be paid gel per day.'

The payments made by Dartmouth for the borough's two vessels serving for
six weeks against the Armada also illustrate craft differentials. Aboard ship a
cooper received 2$ 6d weekly, the purser not quite 3". The master gunner got
less than 3s 6d but the master carpenter nearly 4s. The pilot was. paid Ss peT

week and the Master received over l ls weekly." At thc end of the '90s. SH
Ferdinand Gorges. as commander of Plymouth Fort. requested that his men be
paid at the daily.. rates of 1s for a lieutenant. ] s for a gentleman porter and for a
gunner. and gd for each soldier.,e On the 1S96 Cadiz expedition that sailed from
the port. foot soldiers were paid only 2d per day,':' but must have been victualled
In addition: and. no doubt. expected plunder at the sacking of the town

Fees paid for more professional services likewise varied greatly. Thomas
Saundcr. parish clerk of Ashburron. received a stipend of £8 pa. an income of
Just over 3s per week, hut one must assume that he also received payments for
various tasks, official and unofficial. performed in the course of hIS duties. In the
same parish George Dabernon. a local attorney who for 20 years compiled the
accounts. regularly charged 6s Sd for that task, and in lS71 or ~ he \\'3S paid 3s
4d for making the statutory account ofthe collection for the poor.':' the daily (cc
then being charged by an Exeter apothecary for attending on a patient." At
Milton Abbas in ISRg the parish expended 2s for the making of a copy of its
muster-book. When Dartmouth required secretarial help in the same year the
borough paid 2s -to Sir John Gylbert's mall for \\Tttmg II letter'.'!'

Other services could. of course. also vary greatly in cost. and this is
particularly evident with transport charges. In 1567-8 two men at Kilmington
were paid 2s for watch and ward with a prisoner for one day and one night. The)
were paid a further 3s to take him to Exeter (his Slipper on route cost 3d). The
fees to enter him in pTlsnn COSt 3d and two penny loaves were also purchased for
him: plus Id for a quart of cider. For the three nights that he was watched by
different men they were each paid 2d_ "

The variations in carriage charges must in part have depended upon whether
the Joumey was being necessarily undertaken or whether specially performed for
the purpose. In 1560 the cost for two men's harness to the parish of Morcbarb in
Somerset (on the edge of Exmoor) was ,0, but its carriage to London from
Exeter cost onlv 2s. doubtless bv the regular hieh-vav carricr.;' From Exeter to

-' "- --
Hotcombe. a mere 15 miles, the charge was 12d, But in 1570 when the
Constable of Bampron Hundred brought back harness from London ~

presumably the whole distance - he was paid 7s, and 12d was the charge to take
a corselet 10 Exeter,l" ln queen Mary's time Rd \\"3" paid to provide a horse for
the journey from Ashburton to Exeter. a distance of some 15 miles. but in the
next reign the standard rate of pay men! for anyone riding there on the borough's

• '11
business seems to have been 16d.-

Payments tor goods and services arc onc side of the coin: prices are the
other. There are very many references to prices of all sorts during the reign and
they are no less complicated to fit into patterns. It may be helpfulto start with an
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earlier list, which is fuller than most from the queen's reign. When Tavistock
Abbey was dissolved in 1536 the following charges of the officials concerned

. "were lisred::

Halfa salmon 7d or 8d
Oysters (mid-November) 4d per 100

down 10 (March) 2d "
a veal jd, jd. or 4d Ib
mutton 21d-1fid
pig (pork) Ss ',d to Rd
chickens ld each
capons 6d-gd
Cinarnrnon ",d oz

Raisins 1s '"cl oz
Almnnd, 3d oz
Cheese ',d lb
Sail (bushel) 9d or IOd

Figsldlb
Pepper 11 s ':d
Ginger .2d cz
Cloves. mace Ss ',cl 01:

Nearly fifty years later, a Somerset merchant, writing to John Trcvciyan. on
the border of Devon. quoted another series of prices'

sugar 18d Ib
ginger 2s lb
mace 8d 01:

clove 6d oz
'Grayncs 16d lb

anisccds Sd Ib
liquorice 4d lb
damask prunes :1d Ib
raisins 25 t~d Ib
currants ·h ',",d

But he concluded with a flourish that 'Anything else you want shall be at
your commandment"." Ginger and raisins, at least, seem to have gone down \0

pncc: perhaps by then available in quantity.
For the last four years of the century. a series of expenses of our Devon

yeoman give some figures." In London it cost him 5s to have his watch mended
and a purse to hold it cost 4d for the velvet, -td for the ribbon and 1d for having
it made. A pair of shoes cost 2s Zd. but another two pairs which he had edged
With velvet each east 2s 8d. Two knives cost him Bd apiece. He also bought :10
gold buttons for a hat-band at 5d each. The workman whom he employed was
allowed (id a day for his diet. Again In London he paid 6d for a quire and a half
of paper.

Other miscellaneous payments that he made, this tunc III Devon, included:

I lb twine to cord his peas ]Od
I pr of shoes ::!s

Fine \\"001 per Ib 20s ',d
fleeces (black 91bl per Ih IOd
20[')] Pairs of glons 4d
Gold ring lis

7 hogsheads of r.mc 2·h
4 steers at Tcvistock [av price] £1 ::!s
(One additional) £1 6s
Shoulder oh-Tal 7d
3 cheeses I Icl
Breast of veal 7d

Notes on prices paid for sea-victuals by government purchasers in 26 Eliz .
and ten years later showed that from 20s a quarter of wheat (that is 28 Ib)
doubled in price to 40s. A barrel of butter was also up, from 40s 10 £4. and a wcy
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of cheese had almost doubled, from 28s to 55s. A tun of beer cost only half as
much again as formerly - from 24s 10 35s. but the casks to contam I1 had doubled
in price. and stock fish and ling had risen between 50 and ~oo,~ in price, Clearly
the increasing demands for provisioning had played a part. but also apparent is a
nsc In the cost of labour. Victuals for the ships fighting against the Armada
included beer at Ius 6d a hogshead (gallon). butter at 4d per lh: a hogshead or
peas COSt Js Sd. candles were Sd a 11.1. and tallow 6s Sd a stone." When rye was
selling at locally at 9s a bushel. the city rulers of Exeter made a contract to buy
::;600 bushels at half this price and then sell it at 5s 4d a bushel."

In 1596 the que en's me.sscngcL travelling 700 miles in the West and taking
ten days. received £8, that is. 16s for approximately 70 miles and an ovcrniglu
stay. but no doubt he \\3S accompanied by servants. who had to he paid for, ,-\t
Ashburron. where the Dean of Exeter held the court of the Peculiar
(Jurisdiction), the parish paid in 1568-9 several of the items of expenditure. 4s -td
la Robcrt Chafe to keep the court and Sd for 'Gunston for his horscmcat.' The
dinner that thcv nave him cost Js 6d for fish, 3.:; for bread. butler and so forth. 35
jd for wine. s~g;r and ale. and 1Sd for 'small raisins. eggcs and spices' >,

Miscellaneous payments arc frequently met with: the snag is 10 make them
meaningful. At Kilmington a football (probably an animal bladder} cost 4d:
surprisingly. considering the treatment usually grvcn during a game. there was a
note 'it remaineth',:7 At Ashburton in 15hO-l a small pin cost 2s '/:~d. a lock' for
the church-house door (id. and a tin bottle to carry' wine for the church cost] 2d
A porpoise cast up on the sea-shore at Alvington in 1563, although already
putrid. was valued at l.2d,"'s A few years later John Brouckc was paid IOf
'making' (that is wriling out) the Ten Commandments 111 the church?' In 1.593,
300 fleeces of wool from Kcnnc were sold for no. which averages OUl at 2s

'i\apiece
The cost of firearms was less relevant to daily life but gUllS. for example.

were also used for hunting. legally or otherwise In 1597 Chagford parish paid
l1d for 1WO flask leathers (to )101d powder). xd for 21b 01' lead and -ld forz Ib of
match Two years later 3d was raid for a bullet bag. plus 2s 10d for a pike-start
and for fitting the head upon it."

Some payments are more difficult to evaluate. being even 1110re diverse and
complex When a man was hanged ill Plymouth 111 1577. 7s 6d was paid for the
gallows. the charge for carrying the ladder was 4d and the hangman received Js
4d:': 1n 1591 the stock in trade of a tanner at Cbudlcieh amounted to £131' In
\'alue,'~ Various men were paid for making a new stile;t Milton Abbas m 15kk
One received for one day's work and two others respectively 11 d and 2s for three
days apiece." At Cbagford in 1564 a tailor \\3S paid 4s for making \\11'<'::<':: coats
and three pairs or breeches. although another received only 3s 10s for making
four coats and the S311)e number of breeches. At Ashhunon 1!1 1562 a jailor
received 18d for four pairs.' Twelve years later ~s was paid tor leather to mend
the harness. most of this being for carriage of the materials and on completion."
Even taxes nuy be mentioned, To avoid the trouble of having non-standard
length cloths unfolded. In 1586 merchants of Lymc and Topsham agreed to pay



2::. 6d Oil each shipped." Ar Plymouth the town \Vas granted l Zd from the
customs upon every hogshead of pilchards. (or 13d if shipped by an alien)."
Negotiations on such remission were likely 10 take place wherever the town
could exert some influence.:'!

Although the incomes of the gentry were so much larger than others. their
I I " \. . d . ful di ·-Jiexpenses were a 50 l11t1C 1 greater. r S. IS p0111[C OUl In a USCHI ISCUSS10ll.

comparing historical price-levels. a gcnncman or a nobleman would expect to
PdY much more (Of an article identical ID one bought by' a pichian ~c But other
things were more strikingly different William Lanre. an Exeter mcrchunr. in
1569 lef .t: IR2 when he died intestate. and his executors decided to layout 05
on the funeral." Such luxuries are beyond computation. Similarly. ill his will, Sir
Gawen Carew decreed a tomb for himself and his wife to be erected in Exeter
Cathedral at a cost of £40:

lJ

Books. of course. were expensive. ;\ bookseller's lis! sllr\i\'cs at Exeter for

items sold (although rhis is in 16191, One old copy of the works of Galcn (the
early medieval physiciaru was going for 25s. two copies of the local bishop.
John re-vel. cost 1:2$ apiece, one copy of the Scriptures in Hebrew cost os and a
church bible 30s. A history of Venice \\'3S priced at 7s and Hudin's Dc Rcoubtico
4s.-I-' But associated casts probably varied as much as in the supposedly free and
competitive market of 1993 when two shops in a large seaside village could Oil

the same dnv quote the varying sums 01'£70 and £32 for the Similar framing of a
15 square foot painting!

What conclusions may one draw" It seems that one might feed and clothe
oneself and live not too badly in Devonshire for between 2s 6d and 3s fld per
week at the start of the reign. This figure rose, very slowly at first. unti l the last
decade and then more sharply, when the figures arc more likely to run from 5<; to
7s 6d. A substanual meal would cost from 4d to Sd. and although only one of
these was eaten each day it could be afforded solely at the expense of other
things. The 'middling SOI1' might live after this fashion. as craftsmen. small
traders. pcnv officials. curates. perhaps as younger sons of yeomen. or as
subordinates of several kinds. So a minimum income of £ 12-£ 15 in 1558 or £25
£30 by the end ofthe reign would be necessary for them.

We have a comparison of ill teres! for Exeter In Professor MacCaffrcy's
discussions. He mentions the mayor's cook receiving £8 a year wuh livery: the
schoolmaster gelling £30. but that 110 cleric in the city received more than ,£20.
HIS suggestion of£100. that is about.£2 per week. as the lower limit of income
for prosperous city merchants seems to fit the years around 1600. He mentions
comparable figures for smaller Devonshire gentry in the early seventeenth
ccnturv cniovina about between £50 and £100 a vear from their estate." that is. " - ,
only' .£lore pcr week. but these of course would have a good deal of non
monetary income, The labourers \HTC \ cry much poorer: the landed gentry ver-y
much richer than the middling sort.

It may be worth mentioning for readers accustomed 10 a credit card society.
that the costs of borrowing arc usually' high. if not prohibitive. in an era of
inflation that to anyone with memories of the 1970s does not look extreme.



Security still came with pos~e~slon of property. a hedge against inflation and the
furnisher of many commodities crberwise expensive. Figures cannot (,3Sl1y
explain these. The :'$ 4d picked up by a prosperOllS lawyer tor hal r a dozen
words of advice could supply hoard and lodging for half a week for hIS stable
boy or a week's wages for a labourer on one of his farms. Nevertheless. 3s .:Id
could also represent a number of substantial meals. eve» in 1600. and we may
thus keep that m mind at a time when it will. as. a sixth of a pound. not even buy
one small glass of beer in a tavern. In a few years it will probably not buy a box
of matches. which in 1585 were not available - at any price.

The startling variations possible. however. may be illustrated by a personal
reminiscence. Late in 1945, living in London. a friend Introduced me to a small
working-class eating house in Chelsea or Fulharn where \\'e were served with a
SImple but no! inadequate mid-day meal for Rd. at a time when elsewhere. even
with government subsidies for staple foods, it would have cost over double that
SUIll Sd was the price Or Johnson had paid (Including one penny for the waiter)
in the late eighteenth century for a substantial dinner. CIWCIII1 a son gout!
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The Devon Historian. vol . 78,2009, pp. 67-78 .

The Ayshford community (formerly known as
Ayshford Street)'

Charles Scott-Fox

from the bridge that crosses the Grand Western Canal at Ayshfo rd the visito r
can easi ly see the full extent of the ham let tbat once encompassed more than two
dozen ho useholds and was known as Ayshford Street, but now, excluding
Aysbford Court and its modem Home Farm bungalow, just consists of Ayshford
House, a farm and four farm cottages . Bcnjamin Donns map of Devonshire in
1765 (Fig. I) shows ' Ash ford ' to the north-east of Sampford Peve rell on the
western side of the River Lyner.

---

Figure 1: Deta il fr om a map of the coun ty of Devo n by Benj amin Donn (1765).

'.o

h·I

Stared by Polwhele at the turn of the eig hteenth-nineteenth cen turies as
having 'one large stree t, in which live Some serge -makers, but the trade is at
present not very considerable.i the rapid dec line in the rural population created
by the industrial revolution destroyed communities like Aysh ford, often leaving
little evidence of their ex istence. Only three houses shown in the Ti the survey of
1839 sti ll ex ist : Ayshford Cottage (renamed Ays hfo rd House in 1890), Bowdens



(renamed Lower Ayshford Farm in the 1930s) and Lo-ver Ayshford Dairy {now
known by its seventeenth-century l1£1mC as Locks Cottage), The foundations of
some of the more substantial buildings can still be seen or have been converted
into farm sheds. but most of those cottages. being bui\l of cob with thatched
roofs, have disappeared without trace.

Ayshford as 3 community 11<1s existed since Saxon tunes. providing the
manor with its villeins and serfs, but like the houses they lived in. they left no
evidence of their individual existence. Domesday records that the Ayshford
manor was supported by '4 villans. 7 bordars and J serfs". suggesting that In
Norman times the hamlet consisted of at least fourteen cottages. Its successor.
conducted during tile reIgns of Henry 111 and Edward 1. was Testa de Ncvill. bur
this survey gives no figures for the population as it was ollly required to provide
the names of those responsible for paying the Crown's fcc.' The most complete
mediaeval SUlyey of the population was provided by Cl series of Lay Subsidies
conducted between 1190 and 1334 (Edward L Edward 11 and Edward [Ill: these
were used to pay for parliamentary expenses. such as Edward [11"s campaign
against Scotland in U27. Although some individuals and groups were excluded.
as were those deemed to have possessions worth less than six shillmgs (£8,1,.50).
these returns provide a valuable insight into the distribution of wealth. and the
location of an estimated two-thirds of the population. The most complete
surviving record for Devon was for 133.2-+, which included a separate listing for
the manor of Avshford in the Hundred of Halberton.' For this subsidy John de
Ayshford \\as assessed for a payment of l xd (£2IJ. and his ten manorial tenants"
were required to provide a further 13Bd 1£\61). Unfortunately. these Lay
Subsidies were the last surveys to identify Individual manors within the parish of
Burlescombc. All subsequent surveys. including the Devon Subsidy Roll .152~

7. Subsidy Roll 158,1. Prorcstauon Return 1641-41 and Hearth Tax 167-t only
provide lists of names that can be placed within the parish by supportmg
evidence from other sources.

After a gap of nearly [WO centuries. from 1332 to the Subsidy Roll of \ 525.
it is hardly surprising that the sole family name that can positively be identified
is that of Nichctas Ayshford (1-48S-15.5TJ. though two households in the
Burlescombc parish list have the surname Trykhay that could well be descended
from Thomas Treccherc The Avshford Sanford archive includes a laruc number
of tenancy records, including one three-life lease', granted b:y NicholasAysbford
(1507-15~5) in September 157'1 to John Rewc for Avshford Mcadc. and another
for (he same property granted by his grandson, Henry Ayshford (1.576-1650). ID

February 1619 to Thomas Markes a weaver." hut it is not until 1662 that the

population of the village can be confidently assessed. Following the death of
Henry Avshford (1(,-H)-1661). 31"\ Ayshtord Manorial Roll was compiled with a
full list of the lo thrcc-Iife tenants and their ages." when the bailiff and other
Ayshfcrd Court domestic staff arc taken into account. there must have been a
minimum of twenty households. giving a total population, including children. of
at least eighty. Of particular Interest is the extent to which this group of working
men and women moved from place 10 place. for only John Webber and William



Courton. of the eligible men from this list of 1662 (aged at least 39), had signed
the Burlescombc Protestation return in J641. Martin He11Y:lr (alias Knowlcs},
who had been granted the lease of a house in the village and 8.5 acres in April
16J 7, joined the Ayshford signatories in 1641, but gave up the tenancy and so
was not included in the roll of 1M2. Twelve years later. when the Hearth Tax of
1674 was compiled, seven of those sixteen tenancies had been retained: namely
Edward Bowerrnan (Bowdcrman), Richard Bowdon (Bowden). Humphrcy
Gamscy. William Ccurtney (Courton), Jonathon Wcbbcr. George AJford and
John Atkms (pauper). with Thomas Courton. who had been given a copyhold
labour tenement In May 1M2 11

H seems likely that the Webbers came to the village in the early part of the
seventeenth century, when Nicholas Webber was appointed as Reeve for the
manor by Roger Ayshford (1534-1611); I: the property with its surrounding
meadows. which was at the lower end of the village. being known 3S Wcbbcts
until the late eighteenth century. The other property to retain the name of us
builder was Bowdens. Humphrcy Bowdon. cloth worker, came to the village
around 1650, receiving a lease from Henry Aysbford (1576-\650) for a
messuage in the middle of the street; renewed by his son Richard in 1668.. it
remained in the Bowden family (or 99 years until around J 750. when it was
taken on l"Iy John Broom. The Bowdcn association was acknowledged hy
Fursdo»: 'Bowden named after Richard Bowdcn or his father lived there il'
1670 Paid rate of 3 pence and I penny for his close in 23'G yc:<n of reign of
Charles Jl [By Act of Parliament Charles H's reign was deemed to have started
in 1649 following the death of his father Charles 1]'.1'

By the end of the seventeenth century Ayshford Street consisted of around a
dozen properties. with leases granted between IoR I and 1704 to tenants with a
wide variety of employment: Thomas Bowerman joiner. Richard Shepherd
weaver. Richard Bowden cloth worker, Charles Alford woolcombcr. Richard
Garnsey cordwaincr. Richard Hellyar and Thomas Rowe smallholders. Their
individual rentals varied from 1s 6d (00) to O\U £Cl (£1.140). according to the
amount of land the" took on and whether thcv were committed to 7 or more davs
work on the estate." Over the next 50 years 'the population of the village started
to expand again. Williarn Sanford. and his son Williaru. built the new collages
In the village. the first of which was leased to Elizabeth Evaos in January J70.5:
three were taken on by Thomas Woolcott. woclcomher. in March 1716 and the
last by .John Evans in May 1717. 1

.\ A water grist-mill and its holding ponds was
built on the slope below the chapel, at about the same ume. and Francis Shall is.
miller, was given a cottage and messuage in the village. In 1726 .John Garnscy
was eivcn authoritv to convert one of the village barns 10 a tan-house, and to
creat; a tan-yard o~ the adjacent plot for a peppe;eom rent.'"

By 1750, when John Broom sergemaker took over the lease for Bowdcns.
Ayshford Street had already gained a reputation for work in the wool trade. ln
1751 Broom obtained cover from Sun Fire Insurance to insure hIS 'workhouse,
warehouse and stable under one roof. stone cob and thatched for £ 100;
household goods and slack therein for L~OO'. which had all been moved to



'Bowdens in Ayshford Street'. Three years later In 1754 his business had
expanded. with an additional property called Blacklands 'all stone cob and
thatched", requiring his cover 10 be Increased to £600. The location of
Blacklands was net stated in the policy. but was presumably III Kcntisbearc. for
in 1760 he took on a second house in the street (Ayshford) for his woolcombcr
and an 'additional' property in Kentisbeare. increasing his cover to £ROO_ i -

Avshford Pop ufation 1066-2006

figure 2; The estimated population (If Avshford Street 1066-2006.

Unfortunately this period of relative prosperity was short-lived, for the
introduction of industrial machinery in the new mills in Tivcrton and Uffculme
made home-weaving progressively less profitable. According to Potwhelc. by
the end of the eighteenth century the scrgemakers trade in Ayshford Street \'U~

in decline. Fifty years later, the 1:<'41 and I K51 census returns show that it had
disappeared completely. The village population. which had peaked at about a
hundred in 1700 with over twenty families living in the 'street". declined to a
dozen houses and corrages (Fig . .:!).

Agricultural labourers were still needed by the manor. and there were other
trades that maintained a reasonable level of employment in the village: with the
arrival of the 'navvies' in l Stl . to build the Grand Western Canal. at least the
Red Ball 'bccrhcusc must have been a thriving establishment for a few years.
The village lost two COllages in the path of the canal and the road to Ayshford
Court was diverted, but otherwise the shape of the village was unaffected. The
last of the holding ponds feeding the grist-mill beside the chapel was retained.
allowing the mill to continue operating for another 50 years: in IlS60 this pond
was filled in and the mill replaced by a new water mill that formed part of the
Court's outer courtyard.

Between IF;lO and 1R40 the number of occupied dwellings continued to fall.
so. by the year of the first detailed census in 1841. there were 11 empty
properties with only 25 adults and 1::! children in the whole ofthe village. which
included Ayshford Court's tenant fanner Nathanicl Cook, his wife Sarah. and



their domestic and farm staff Nathanicl Cook had become the tenant in 1834.
when he was 26. laking mer from John 1lodges. with a rental payment of £449
(£3.210).'~ He would remain at the Court for the rest of his life: he died In lS78
when the lease was taken on by his son, William From this low point in 1841
there was a rapid n.:co\'cr;." within ten years every house in the 'street \\.1S

occupied, the population had more than doubled. reaching 86 m l Sfil , and
Ed-vard Ayshtord Sanford was mvcsung In new collages for three of his tenants.
The majority were still agricultural labourers. but three were described in the
census return as 'gent' or of 'independent means', and there were three
tradesmen, Simon Hitehcock a cordwaincr (boot- and shoe-maker). Robert
Hutchings the estate miller and Thomas Hurford a lime brewer." After 1861 the
number of properties and the population slowly declined. so that to day all that
remains of the original 'street are Ayshford House (Ayshford COllage). Lower
Ayshford Farm (Bowdens) and Locks Cottage (Lower Ayshford Dairy). All of
the old cob and thatch cottages have disappeared, though some of their rcmums
can still be identified, The oopulauou reached its lowest ponu at the end of the
nineteenth century. the 1901 census recording just six inhabited properties in
Ayshford. with 16 adults and children, There was little change over the
succeeding seventy years, except for a temporary unrecorded 'spike between
1941 and 1945, when. it IS understood, three or four families were billeted 111

Ayshford Court and Aysbford House, By 1975. with one 11e\\' farm bungalow
built, there were S('\'C11 occupied dwellings and a total population of eighteen.
Today. a further two properties brings the total 10 mile. providing
accommodation for nineteen adults and six children,

The only published maps that provide any details of Ayshford's 'street',
prior to publication in 1841 of the 1839 Tithe Commissioncr"s survey. arc the
Grand Western Canal Company's survey by Robert Whitwortb in 1769
(superimposed with the original canal route for submission to Parliament for the
Navigation Act of 1796). a new Canal Company plan. produced in 1810
{superimposed with the amended route for the canal ;IS pari of their submission
to Parliament for the Navigation Act of 1811), and a far less detailed Ordnance
Surveyor's drawing published in I ~01.-'1I None, otthesc three maps, can be said
to give more than a rough outline of the properties that made up the "street".
However. a conveyance produced in 1k 11 for William Ayshfcrd Sanford. listing
all relevant properties in his Aychford and Burlescombc estate that were to be
acquired by the Canal Company, was recently' discovered ill the Devon Record
Office by the Chairman of the Sampford Pcvcrcll Society This conveyance was
accompanied by an estate ll1<lp (Fig, 3), superimposed With the route of the
canal. It will be seen that this map. which has been annotated With the names of
individual properties. shows Ayshford Court. [he chapel and all couagcs and
buildings m the 'street'. As the plan of the Court includes all those barns known
to have been completed prior to 1750. but omits the mid-eighteenth century
addition of the rebuilt Gatehouse and southern side of the outer courtyard. and
also sbows the chapel with Its 5-bcll cupola, which was removed in the mid to



late eighteenth century, this map is mos t probably based on an estate survey
produced around 1760, which no longer survives.
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Figure J : Ayshford estate map (c. 1760) supe r imposed with th e amended route
of the Grand Western Canal, a ttached to a Con veyance of 1811 for a ' t r ansfer of
Ayshford Saoford land and property to the Canal Company'.

At the head of the village. between the track leading into the chapel yard and
the old road to the Court , the Red Ball was a well-es tablished beer or ale-house,
run on a part- time basis, or by an ' alewife' , though the earliest recor d of a beer
housema n or innkeeper is in the 1841 Census, when Richard and Mary Hewett
held the lease. The ale-house served a vital communal role in virtually every
community, however small, and larger villages had severa l; Westleigh at this
time had two, the White Ball aod the Horse and Jockey , as well as a rather more
up-market establishment, the Farmer's Hotel. The foundations of the Red Ball ,
which ceased trading in about 1860, together with its adjacent cottage,
Broomfie1ds, can still be seen in the grounds of Ayshford House, as can the
remains of the cobbl ed road that once led past the front doors of these properties.
It seems likely that Ayshford House was built around 1760 by William Sanford ,
for his agent , on the foundations of an older cottage, at the same time as major
improvements were being undertaken to the Ayshford Court fann buildings. As
the Court was then permanently occupied by farm tenants, Ayshford House was
used to provide accomm odation for a success ion of Ayshford San ford agents,
and then for private tenants until sold. with the res t of the Ayshford Court farm
estate, to Charles Home-Smith in 1938; he sold it on as a private property in



1939. Having El late Georgian appearance, successive owners had always
considered the house to be early nineteenth century. but recent renovations
exposed construction techniques that established the earlier date. Typically. costs
had been kept to a minimum by using second-hand materials. from adjacent
redundant cottages, and pieces of Tudor and seventeenth-century timbers were
found to have been used by the builders. They also Incorporated an adjacent
seventeenth-century cottage as an annexe. to serve as its kitchen. retaining the
original fireplace and mantel and two pine doors. The house. which was known
as Ayshford Cottage until about 1890, was extended into land bordering the new
road in the nineteenth century, to provide modem sanitation and additional
accommodation.

The t\VO semi-detached stone and brick houses, on the opposite side of the
road and immediately beneath the canal bridge. now known as Ayshford
Cottages. were bull! by Edward Ayshford Sanford prior to 1860. probably as
replacements for the Dairy House and Mow Barton cottages that were destroyed
when the canal was built and two 'street" cottages. known as Bnckm,m·s.~: thar
used to exist in the field below them. The original stone footbridge, which
crossed the roadside stream and led to Mow Barton. was inadvertently destroyed
by the District Council when undertaking flood prevention measures in the
1990s Although much modified, Lower Ayshford Farm. formerly Bowdcns. is
the oldest surviving house in the 'street". As previously mentioned. it was
identified by Fursdon in J 670 as the property of Richard Bowden. or his father.
both of whom were living there 11l 1662: their absence from the Protestation list
of 1641 implies that the land on which Bowdcns was built W3S probably leased
from Henry Ayshford (1640-1662) around the time of the Restoration. The lease
of the property was originally made out for a tenement and about 4 acres of
orchard and meadow (Bowdcn's Mead). It remained as a business premises until
the mid-nineteenth century, when Nathaniel Cook at Ayshford Court was
farming 33f; acres. mostly above the canal. and WillJames ofSampford Pcverell
acquired Bowdens With around 70 acres below the canal. According to the 1851
and 1861 census returns. he never lived 111 the village, and the house was
occupied by farm labourers. He appears to have given up hIS tease in the late
18605. for. since 1871 Bcwdens has been known as Lower Ayshford Farm.
being run as a traditional dairy farm until the end of the twentieth century. Little
remains of Linhay Barren on the opposite side of the road except for two walls
of a cattle shed that recently lost its roof and is scheduled to be replaced.

After Lower Ayshford Farm, with its engineering works and new bungalow.
the road continues on Its original track towards Hotbrook, with nothing to show
for the six cottages known as WOOJcOllS. Perry". Put Close and Webbers. to
Lock's Cottage. The origin of this name cannot be determined. as only one lease.
to Thomas Rowe of Sampford Pcvcrcf in March 161':7.:: refers to this tenement
by that name. The 1839 Tithe Survey includes Locks Orchard. but the
farmhouse Itself has been known as (Lower) Ayshford Dairy for generations.
WIth tenant fanners working between 30 and 90 acres of pasture between the
road and the River Lyner. Both Lock's Cottage and its dairy house. converted



into a small cottage in 2001 and known as Swallows. almost certainly have
much older ongms or foundations. but there is now nothing visible that remains
of interest In the early twentieth century, when John Mcrrcy held the lease of
Ayshford Court, and Jarnes Parr. dairyman, gave up his tenancy of Locks, the
Ayshford Court farm estate was divided; 232 acres was retained by Ayshford
Court and 168 acres \\'<:11' given to Lower Ayshford Farm. In 1939. John Merreys
son Frank Mcrrey, acquired Ayshford Court and its home farm from Charles
Home-Smith Some thirty years later. the Court and its home farm were
separated. and In 1971<. the remainder of the Avshford Barton estate, Lower
Ayshford Farm and Lock's cottage, was sold by Home-Smith to his sitting
tenants.

With both Ayshford Court and Lower Ayshford farms having new
agricultural tied houses. and the dairy house C011\CrS1On 01 Lock's Cottage. there
arc now nine families living III the village, and its population has been somewhat
restored. However. with 19 adults and only' six children of school age, the
balance between old and young in 2008 is markedly different from earlier times.
Further expansion is highly unlikely, as Ayshford is not a community.. earmarked
for development by the District Council. unless the old Court barns .can be
converted. Nevertheless. this small community. which has retained Its identity
for well over a thousand years, seems set to continue for many generations 10

come. !n time, those magnificent oaks that frame the visitors view of this
historic Court and its chapel from the Grand Western Canal will be lost but the
buildings, and the families that live in this ancient community, seem certain to
remain
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prospective tenant would choose two persons who could continue the
tenancy after his death. These would usually be his wife and eldest son or
daughter. Dunng the life of any of these three the lease could be renewed by
the payment of "heriot' for a maximum of 99 years. On the death of the last
life. unless heriot had been paid for three new lives. the tenancy would
immediately revert to the landlord. irrespective of who was living there or
for how long. and the occupants would be thrown out on the street.

9. Somerset Record Office (SRO) DD'SFi2,70n and 70'l4. Sanford Estate
documents.

10. lames Bowdman (60). Jcmcs Bowdman jun. (:10): Gcorge Alford (45) and
widow; Elizabeth Shopway (67). John Shopway (70): John Wcbbcr (80)
and wife (69), Edward Wcbber (35): William Counon (42'), brother John
Courton (40): John Courton (5::\). Ioanna Courtcn (54). lames Courton (38);
Richard Bowdcn (3:5). Mary Bowden: Margarct Garraby (64). Mary Haynes
(15): Hurnphrcy Garnscy (40), Mary Gamsey (45): Johanna Wcbbcr (75)
and daughter (45): \Villiam Holby (47): Edward Bowdennan (40). Marlin
Bowdennan (38). Emmanuel Bowdcrman (15): Thomas Courton and widow
by Heriot to Richard (\8), Mary (20) and Abigale (18): John Arkins (48).
Mary Atkins (22): Robert Turner (53): Jeffrey Edwards (6~). John Edwards
(10).

11. Stcatc 1982. Burlcscombc parish, pp. 39 and 44. The names given in
(brackets) arc alternative spellings for individuals listed in the manorial roll
of 1661.

12. Nicholas Webber submitted the Ayshford Manor accounts as Reeve in 1610.
l:\ Fursdon 1926-27.
14. SRO DD/SFil,i70/S. 70/9. 70-5 I, 70/63. San ford Estate documents.
15. SRO DDi'Sf,i2,i70,i66, Sanford Estate documents.
l6. SRO DD,iSFi'2i70..!71, San ford Estllte documents.
17. Sun Fire Insurance Co. Records 1726-1770; included in San ford MSS

(SRO). A field known as Blecklands is shown on the 1839 Tithe map below
the Sampford Pcvcrcll-Westleigh road, but IlO dwelling existed at that time.

18. SRO DD/SF'2i70,86, Sanford Estate documents.
19. Ancestry: Family tree, genealogy and census records (2003) 'Devon IR41

1901 census returns - Burlescombc parish', online at: www.ancestry.co.uk
20. Copies of the Grand Western Canal Company's original and amended routes

of the canal and the Ordnance Survey's Surveyors J inch drawings IBO]
sheet 41 P,Ht ] together with the 1839 Tithe Commissioners survey

75



published 1841 and the Conveyance of Ayshford Sanford land in Devon lO
the Canal Company arc held by the Devon Record Office.

21, Part of a wall from the Dairy Home can be seen In the canal bank near the
gate In the small field opposite Ayshford House, but nothing remains of
Mow Barter'! or Brickma»s cottages.

22. SRO DDSFi2,n0i32 Sanford Estate documents.
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Book reviews

Martin Bodman (2008) Devon Leather ..111 outline history of a lost industry:
nineteenth-century tanners and tanneries, Tlvcrton: Lcat Press: 165 pp.,
nearly 200 illustrations, softback: ISBN 978-0-9548758-1-7: available from
the author at 25 Chaffinch Drive, Cuunmpton, Devon, EX15 I CJ, £19.00
plus £3.00 p. and p.
Some readers of The Devon Historian will know of Martin Bodman 21S 21

particularly industrious industrial archaeologist who in ~OOJ produced a .B6
page "UJTCy of the evidence for wetcrrrnlls and other water-powered sites in the
county. This currently exists only as an interim draft. deposited in selected
libraries. During his research he became aware of a gap 1!1 the market for works
on tanneries. and this present work fills that gap extremely well. It provides a
gazetteer of 103 sires. with nearly twice that number of illustrations. mostly
photographs and redrawn large-scale Ordnance Survey maps. bur including
some family trees revealing dynasties of tanners. who despite their noxious
working environment enjoyed Cl high status in their day. Such a work is
particularly appropriate in the county whil:h suppOrtS the UK's bst surviving
oak-bark tannery. at Colyton. and as far as I can tell the research. which CO\'CrS a
longer period than the title suggests, has been exhaustive.

The part 1 found most intriguing W<lS the distribution mar of ninerecnrh
century tanneries. although closer inspection suggests that five tanneries have
been omitted and Plympron misplaced. But this does not affect the overall
distribution. which shows a marked concentration just north-west and north-cast
of Exeter and a scarcity towards the north and south extremities of the county.
which I have tended to look on as 'cattle country'. One thinks ofJohn l.elands
sixteenth-century observation that the country between Bidcford and l-lurtland
was 'very good for broodc of catcltc. but by the nineteenth century Hartland
provided the only tannery within a twelve-mile radius. On reflection. cattle were
relatively mobile. and the dismbunon evidently relates to the centres of beef
consumption ratuer than production.

Another page provides details of tell parishes with nineteenth-century
tanneries whose have sites yet to be located. This is followed by a list of more
than fifty parishes. seemingly 110t indexed. which arc believed to have had
earlier tanneries, the earliest date given being 1382 for Matford (which was not
actually' a parish). To this list could be <Jdded Cfayhidon and Yarcombe. where
the published 1331 lay subsidy reveals were taxed Roger and John le Tanncrc
respectively. All this should suggest to landscape archaeologists that the county
!nay contain at least 60 unidentified tannery sites. It would certainly be
interesting to know how the medieval sites compared with those III the Victorian
heyday of the trade.



However. there arc aspects of the book's presentation that the punsrs will
balk at. I feel it would have benefited from the scn'lces of a LOpy editor smcc in
some respects the production is non-standard: notably thc absence of ualics for
published titles and the use of only two points for <In ellipsis. while the presence
of a space between the full stop and the cndnotc cue occasionally means that the
latter starts [he next line. Also the index seems less than user-friendly with those
parishes with tanneries being collected under the letter 'T. But overall, this
comes close to being a \'(~r;. good book indeed. and is OIK that merits close
attention from the 'Devon Hook oftbc 'Year' panel.
."LG. CO//III}!.'

Graham Hobbins (2008) P~I'IIIOf/("'S Civic Centre (No. 10 in the New Sertes
Publications). The Old Plymouth Society; 46 pp., b/w and colour
photographs and drawings. softcover: obtainable from Glor!a Divon of the
Old Ptymourh Society on 01752227992, £3.75 lnc. p. and p.
When I1 was announced in June 1007 that Plymouth's Civic Centre had been
listed Grade :2 there was an outcry against the move from the local press and
public. Tall concrete blocks such <IS the Civic Centre have long been discredited
and blamed for all that seemed to go \\Tong with public architecture In the 1950s
and 60s..

Engtish Heritage defended their decision 10 recommend the building for
listing: with the assertion that it was one of the most Important civic centre
buildings of the 1950s 111 the country 'In addition to its technical architectural
merits. the building symbolises the energy of Britain emerging after the
devastation of World War " and shows the hope and aspirations of that newly
confident Plymouth. We do believe that it is a building to be proud of. and a
striking tcsumony 10 the spmt which guided the: re-building of the City.' The
response: from many ofthc residents who went onlinc lo express their views \\[\5

\ery different. One comment said bluntly: 'The building is simply ugly'. It needs
to he: altered drastically or removed totally So what If it has some interesting
building materials') The thing IS an eye sore. plain and simple.'

In his meticulously researched bookie! for the Old Plymouth Society
Graham Hobbins has attempted. with a great deal of success. 10 explain la his
readers \\hy he is so enthusiastic about a building which so many have little time
for. He tells the history of the Civic Centre, from its conception III the 1943
'Plan for Plymouth'. its planning and construct lOll In the late 19505, through to
the official opening by The Queen in .luly 1902. He describes the vision which
the city architect Hector Stirling had for the reconstruction of Plymouth's
municipal buildings: "The basic conception of this scheme IS the grouping of a
large number of public buildings in such a manner 10 give a feeling of
spaciousness and \llality ar a focal point in the city centre, and \0 present to the
moving eye of the \'lCWCr <I continuously interesting scnes of Visual
compositions both in height and depth'. Stirling. who was overworked and could
nor devote enough lime to {he project. was succeeded by Gcoffrey Jcllicoc III



1957, and it was he who interpreted Stirling's idea and S<I\\ It through 10 the

opening of the building in 1962.
Perhaps the most interesting part of Grahem Hohhins hooklet IS the

description of the carefully thought-out detail of the interior design of tbc ("I\IC

Centre. The Council Chamber has specially- mode chairs and tables of Burma
teak, while on the walls arc oil paintings of the heraldic and historical symbols
of the city of Plymouth by Ham Tisdall. In the members entrance hall there is a
mural by Marv Adshcad \\-hich shows Important natural phenomena and
historical events related to Plymouth and in an adjoining room there arc curtains
depleting the 'Pheasant Moon designed by Ttsdall. Hobbi»s has unearthed other
fascinating details about the building: for example. few probably know that the
Civic Centre pioneered the use of the P_A.B.X.-l- telephone system or that it W<lS

one of the fc\\ buildings of the period which used a "Thermal Storage Plant' for
its heating requirements.

A considerable part of the booklet IS devoted It) the exterior surroundings of
the building. which has an equally interesting history _ Surtings nriglllClI
proposal \\<1S for a 'civic precinct', which would be pedestrianised and combine
all the proposed CIVIC buildings (not all of which were huilt) mto onc whole. The
'Gre<Jt Square', as it came to be called, is made up of rectangular planes of
water. grass and paving raised at different levels to echo the design of the Civic
Centre buildings. A planned sculpture was thought too controversial bv the Cll)'
Council and was never completed. The 'Circ.2t Square' W<lS listed OJJ the national
landscape register at Grade 2 in 1999.

At the end of the booklet Graham Hobbins adds his own views on the
architectural importance of the Civic Centre arid the controversy surrounding the
Grade ? listing 111 2007. He IS passionate about the building and hIS enthusiasm
makes this reviewer determined to return to Plymouth 10 look with a fresh eve at
some of the features which are so well described. This extensively illustrated
booklet is highly recommended to all \\}10 arc interested in Plymouth's POS[-\\·,)I"
history, the concept bchmd Its re-birth and the value of its architecture and
design.
Mitzi Ancliterlcnie

Ntcbolas Ormc (2008) The pilgrim's guide 10 Devon's churches. Exeter:
Clctster Books: lR6 pp., profusely illustrated with colour photographs.
semi-hardback; ISBl'I 9780955896200; £7.99
This work is a well-planned and compact guide to Devon's ()I)\ Church of
England churches. As well as .2 foreword by the Archbishop of Canterbury and
an introduction by the Bishop of Exeter it finds space for mfonnation on the
history of Exeter Cathedral by the Dean and 1\\0 chapters hy Professor Nicholns
Orme. one all the development of the county's churches over two thousand
years, the other a helpful guide to understanding [he interior of churches.
Suggestions for further reading arc included.

In the gazetteer the county is divided into tell colour coded areas, each with
a map and the churches alphabetically arranged for quick reference. Each church

SI



has a colour photograph and single paragraph description. l11<1ny of which
provide a surprising amount of information. There is a good index and a
glossary. This is a most useful little guide for anyone interested in exploring
some of Devon's churches. still ;:J central part of our heritage
Elizabeth Mavcack

Dick Passmore (1008) Power to the city: The histor.r of 'he Exeter Electric L
& Power Station. Haven Road. Exeter, Exeter: Little Silver Publications: 126
pp. plus introduction and index, various h/w and colour illustrations,
softback: ISBl" 0954447255; £7.50.
The author will be known to man}' readers through his involvement with tile
Exeter Local History Society and through his well-received hook. published in
2002. on Exeter's Theatre Royal.

Before concentrating on the arrival of electric lighting in Exeter the author
begins with a useful general account of the harnessing of electricity tor industrial
and domestic use. concentrating on [he development of the incandescent light
bulh. Thanks to the tenacity of Henry Georgc Massingbam overcoming vested
mrcresr and vacillation on the part of the city COUIlCI!, the Exeter Electric Light
Co. \~'as set up in 18R9 and generators installed in premises. the Rockfie!d
\Vorks. in Nc\\ North Road. The venture soon ran into financial problems. and
after much soul-searching the company was purchased h)' the Exeter City
Council and renamed the City of Exeter Electric Co. As the demand for
electricity increased the Rockfield Works proved inadequate and. after much
consideration of other sites, the company's offices and equipment moved ill
1904 to newly built premises in Haven Road.

Designed by the architect Donald Carncron. the Haven Road power station
was regarded as among the finest of its type. The cxtcnor and interior of the
building <Ire lovingly described along with the equipment it housed. The author
includes also a chapter on its role In the setting up of Exeter's electric tram
service. Although nationalisation 111 1947 led 10 the closure of many smaller
electricity generating centres. that in Haven Road continued in operation until
1960, The building then served a variety of purposes until being finally vacated
111 1997, What follows ts 3 sorry story of abandonment. ncgtecr and vandalism
Nevertheless. the author ends on a note of hope. The premises arc being
redeveloped and apartments arc now huilt on the south <idc. On the other hand,
proposals to turn the main building into a function room. art gallery and small
hotel and restaurant have yet to reach fruition. Whatever is to happen. the author
provides an invaluable historical and pictorial record of one of Exeters marc
auract 1vc twentieth-century buildings.

This is c-ell written work on a little-studied aspect of Exeter's history. The
author draws on a variety of sources, including minutes of the Exeter City
Council Electricity Committee and the journal. The Electrician. Tile illustrations
arc clear and pertinent: a number being provided from what to the reviewer is a
little-known archive held by the South Western Electricity Historical Society



This is a book that will appeal to local. industrial and social historians. and
deserves a wide readership.
S Bhonji

Charles Scott-Fox (2008) Ayshford's heritage: Court. chapel and cOIII/1Itmi,)',
London: Friends of Friendless Churches (St Ann's Vestry Hall, 2 Church
Entry, London, EC4\" 5HB): 54 pp-, 46 colour illustrations, softback: ISBN
9780954701345.
TIllS new book is very well produced and is illustrated with good quality
photographs and printed on high grade paper. It is well written by Charles SCO[{

Fox, the eldest son of the eminent archaeologists Sir Cyril Fox and Lady Ailecn
Fox.

The book tells the story of Ayshford. J small hamlet 10 he round half way
between the mid-Devon villages of Sampford Peverell and Wcstlcigh. Today
(his hamlet consists of a small number of properties. but it was a substantial
manorial holding in the Domesday records going back to Saxon times, This book
provides the reader or visitor with an inSight into Its origins and the community
established by the Ayshford family.

in medieval times Ayshford Court was described as one of the finest houses
in the west of England, but a declining founding family fortune and no direct
lineal descent reduced its importance as a family seat. For the past 150 years 'the
building has been a farmhouse with the original estate of about -WO acres of land
apparently intact. By the 131c 197 0 5 all of the hind. apart from the chapel field.
had been sold as two separate farms. The house IS now occupied R!' a private
dwelling.

The earliest written record of a chapel at Ayshford IS to be found in the
register of Canonslcigb Priory in 1282, After the Dissolution. (he Ayshford
family may have taken on the responsibility for paying the pncsts stipend and
maintenance of the chapel. The present Grade 1 listed building is almost
certainly on the site of the original chapel. although lack of documentary
evidence and extensive restoration over the past 500 years make it difficult to
establish this beyond doubt, Ayshford Chapel is larger than most domestic
chapels hut there IS no evidence that it was used for anything other than routine
services, baptisms and marriages. Funerals and burials took place at the parish
church at Burlescombe.

The chapel is built of Westlcigh stone with Beer stone delails and volcanic
stone buttresses under a Delabclc slate roof There arc eleven pews in the nave
and two in the chancel. There are three Perpendicular windows on both the north
and south sides and similar three-light windows above the altar. The chapel IS

normally kept locked bul is open to vrsuors for four days at the beginning of
September each year. Al orher times vrsuors may request the key' a\ Ayshrord
Court Farm nearby,

The book h3S 46 colour illustrations and also contains a useful bibliography
and Ayshford inheritance and family tree It provides a history of the community
established by the Ayshford family and an insight into the ongms of the



buildings that remain to be seen, All in all, the book is a valuable addition to any
local historian's bookshelf as well as being a useful guide to thc visuor. 1t can be
\\'C11 recommended.
,Veil \/oc01I/(11'

Robin Stancs. Andrew Jewel! and Richard Bass (2008) The hushandry of
De~'o1J and Cornwall, privatetv printed: 165 pp., bill" illustrations, soft back;
ISBN 9780956042101; £8.50 including p- and p.; available from the author
at Deep End, Deepdcnc Park, Exeter, EX2 4PH.
In July 200Q.1 conference was held in Leicester entitled 'Local history in Britain
after l-loskins The event marked the fiftieth anniversary or the- publication or
\V.G. Hoskins Local tnstosv ill Engtond. Speakers remarked upon the great
influence of this volume. Through three editions Hoskins came to inspire many
to take up the pursuit of 10c<l1 history One who camc to be so Inspired was
Robin Stanes. Indeed Stancs dedicates hIS recent book. The lllrlholldry ot Devon
and Cornwall. to Hoskins (as well as La thc lare Harold Fox and other historians
of Devon). The author also goes on to acknowledge the considerable importance
of the work of Hoskins for him.

The Leicester conference observed as well how Hoskins appreciated and
encouraged the input of those who, from a great range or professional
backgrounds, could bring their specialist knowledge and expertise to the practice
of local history. Srancs. as one time fanner. has sougtu ro make such a
contribution witl1 this publication. He commences The hu,<:hrmdn o(Dcl"OJ7 al/d
COl"lm(l1l with, tellingly' ·1 bought Scarswcl! FMm in Slapton in South Devon in
1952 .

The husbandry of DC\'(J!J and Cornwall is Cl production to he welcomed as
much as was the revision and reissue m ]:004 of his The old farm (originally
published in 1990: sec J.F. Shepherd. :2008. 'Robin Stancs (2004) O/dfarming
days - h(e on rhe land ill Devon ond Cornwall, review. The DCl'O/1 Hisroticnt,
\"01. 76. pp. 35-36). The husbondrv of Devon and Cornwat! brings together a
series of essays published elsewhere over a period of forty years: 'The
husbandry of Devon and Cornwall (Stancs. in Trunsactions ofthe Devonshire
__ tssociation. forthcoming 2010): "'/\ Gcorgicaf account of Devon and
Como.alle". 1667 by' Samuel Coleprcssc ' (Stancs. ed .. in hansacriol/s oj'thl'

Devonshire Assocsonon. 1964): 'Devon agriculture in the mid-eighteenth
century: the evidence of the Milks enquiries (Stancs. in Exeter papers in
economic historv, 19(9): 'Landlord and tenant and husbandry convenanrs in
eightccnth century Devon' (S1aIKs. in Exeter papers ill economic histOlY. 19x1);
'Utfculmc husbandry' (Stancs, in A peculiar purish: a DCl"Ol1 town ji"OIJ1 Tudor
/llI/es. 1997): 'Some cultivation techniques in the south-west of England'
(Andrew Jewcll. in Exeter papers in economic lnsto.v 1n 1). 'The Devonshire
hedgebank' (Stanes and Richard Bass. in Devon & Cornwalt SOles & Queries.
vols 111 and 124): and 'Oliver Cromwell and Devonshire rarrning (Stancs. in
The Devon Historian. vol. 77. 2007).



This compilation allows readers to 1'0110\\ through Important themes that are
perhaps less promment or as well interconnected when the individual essays arc
read in isolation. One such theme. and arguably the most important, is the
distinctiveness and significance of the husbandry of Devon. At times this
attracted much praise. seemmg to appear unique find advanced: at other times it
brought disdain. apparently alternative to and behind the progresSl\'C practice to
be found elsewhere in the country. Stanes explores undcrstandings and
misunderstandings. He traces back the long history of Devonshire husband!")'.
and explains its important legacy in modern farming techniques . notably in the
form of Icy cultivation. A second prominent theme that runs through this
collection of essays concerns historical methods. The papers arc the results of
rewarding: research into the diversity of sources available to the agricultural
historian and the local historian of farming: contemporary writings. leases, wills
and probate inventories. artefacts (tools and machinery), photographs. oral
history. as well as the evidence 'in the field'.

The compilation as 3 whole looks back. celebrating that forty years of work.
while also succeeding in achieving contemporary relevance. It \s retrospective in
that in takes readers baek to an essential phase in the development of Inca!
history when progressive economic history enriched practice; a time of
measuring. comparing and evaluating. and of endeavouring to unravel the
complexities of causes and effects - in this case in the study of agricultural
change However. thc essays also have a timeless quality. for they help In our
interpretation of the cultural landscape of Devon in the present. The work of
Stancs. with that of Jewe!l and Bass. and also like that of Hoskins and Fox.
assists us in comprehending the rurallandscape that lies before us today.

Stancs does not idealise or sentimentalise. but there IS evidently a sense of
respect of one farmer towards farmers of long ago - that runs through IllS
research Sranes" work is a very knowledgeable appreciation of the farmcrs
craft. Furthermore, it is an acknowledgement of that craft's sophisticated and
scnsinvc attuning 10 the environment of the county of Devon. III its past and its
present.
AndrewJ, H. Jackson

Cerrv woodcock (2008) Tnvismcte a history, Chichester: Phillimorc; 132 pp.,
154 illustrations incl. 7 maps, hardback: ISBN 9781860775000: £15.99.
This latest book by Tavistocks most prolific writer of local \\'orb is both a
well-presented fount of historical Information and a delight to read The author,
many of whose previous publications have been reviewed In earlier editions of
this journal. was formerly head of history and of sixth form at Tavisrock
College. and in ~()07 received the title of Honoured Burgess of the town of
Tavistock. The book, therefore, presents in professional style <J comprehensive
account of the town's history. and at the same time conveys a feeling of its
atmosphere.

While Bronze Age people are known to have inhabited the nearby upland of
Dartmoor. and relics of lower-level Celtic presence survive. it was probably the



advance of the Saxons that initiated the first small settlement here on the banks
of the Tavy. This was followed by the establishment from 976 of the great
Benedictine abbey. and the age in which the monastery exercised great influence
over the town until the Reformation of [539. Following this the abbey lands
passed to the Russell family _., the earls and later dukes of Bedford '" for a second
period of patronage which lasted until the early twentieth century. During these
two eras Tavistcck developed as a market town. and as a centre of the woollen
and mining industries. Its involvement with linning is seen in its past designation
as a Stannary Town. white profits from the later copper mining provided
influence for the present attractiveness of the town ccnrrcs lay-out and
buildings.

The account is brought fullv up 10 date with developments and changes in
the most recent years. so that. besides being a valued and very readable record of
Tavisrocks history, it is also a useful source of reference regarding more
modem even Is.

He/en Horns

Cerrv Woodcock (2008) Tavistoctc's Yesterdays 17, prtvarelv prfnred: 96
pages, 19 illustrations, soft back. no ISBN; £4.95.
Once again, Tavistock people have benefited from the research of Gcrry
Woodcock into episodes of the town's history, and his ability to recount them 111

a clear and interesting way. without any sense of dryness.
In this. the seventeenth annual edition of hIS Tavistocks Yesterdays, there

arc just eight chapters. some quite short The longest by far deals wjlh the
extreme overcrowding of living accommodation and lack of proper sanitation in
the lawn during the late first half of the nineteenth century. and of four occasions
when matters were raised with the stewards of the Duke of Bedford. the major
landowner. Reports and correspondence from material held m the Devon Record
Office arc reproduced in full. with linking text by the author, giving a graphic
account of appalling conditions, and eventual improvement. It is hard TO believe
that such squalor prevailed here - as doubtless in some other Devon towns - less
than two centunes ago. Although industrial developments and building skills had
reached a high degree of sophistication. plumbing was surpriSingly a 'late
developer'
He/ell llanis

Books received

Noted below are books not subject to a full published rC\·IC\\. These include
publications sent to the Society for information. or ones contammg some
information on Devon but insufficient to receive 3 full review in rhisjourna!

Henrv Buckton (2008) The lost villages. London: I.B. Taurus; 256 pp.,



illustrated, hardback: ISBN 978-1-84511-671-2; £20.00_
Sec sections on Hatlsands and Morwellham.

Barbara M. H. Carbonetl and Marv Wauton (2002) Thirteen Centuries ill
BOIl' alias Nymet Tracer with Broadnymet Devon, Bow and District Historical
Soclctv. 5S pp., illustrated, softcover: no 15B'"; £4.95: available from Reeves
House. Bow. Devon EXl 7 6E~.

1st Take, Friendly invasion. OVO; £14.95; available from either www.Ist
take. corn or 01454 321614.
See 'veil Macaulay {2007j 'Henry Buckton (2006) Friendly invasion:
memories of Opcrasion Bolero'. review. The Devon Historian. vol. 75, pp. J2
3.
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Correspondence from members and other information

The Hon. Ed itor is pleased to receive correspondence on Devon history from
members and non-m embers. Information relating to previous articles, research
projects and other historical materi al is welcome . Where appropriate notes ,
queries and notices received may be referred to the editor of the news letter ,
Devon History News .

Notes

Katherine Dunhill writes:
Many of you will remember this picture which featured on the cover of the last
issue of the Devon Historian. It was one of the mystery images the Wes tcountry
Studies Library used in their 2008 'Location? Loca tion? Locatio n?' promotion
in which they asked members of the public to help so lve some of .the
unidentified pictures lurking in the library 's collections.

. -, .~ '. .
-.... .. .

-.' ..

This picture of B small boat moored on the river bank with a sim ple cottage and
lime kilns on the further bank attrac ted more interest than any other. Was it Noss
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Mayo? Wear Giffard? On the Teign somewhere? Perhaps Bow creek north of
Comworthy? Could it be on the river Tonidge upstream from Bideford? The
Erne estuary? Bantham? Kingsteignton perhaps? All very helpful indeed, but
tricky to confirm. Although staff in the library worked bard to find pictu res
which might corroborate these suggestions, they drew a blank.

However, thanks to Ann Lidstone, the secretary of the Kingsbridge Local
History Soc iety, and her grandson, Duncan, the mystery is now solved. When
her copy of the Devon Historian arrived, she immediately recognised the spot as
Rose Cottage on the Kingsbridge Estuary, in the parish of Dodbrooke. With help
from ber grandson she was able to take an up-to-date photograph of the place,
which showed Rose Cottage with the lime ki lns still standing bes ide it. Not
surpris ingly, the current owners were delighted to see the historic picture of the ir
home.

In this photograph you can see the cottage, glimpsed through the trees on the
opposite bank. The lime kilns are now garages and boat-stores.

John Roberts writes:
Richard Wbidbouroe's ('The Spanish Armada: Drake and thee five hulks' , The
Devon Historian, voL. 77, pp . 67-74) discussion of the relations between Francis
Drake and the Lord Admiral raises an interesting question: why did the Admiral
seemingly have DO difficulty in accepting what has looked like a lame excuse for
abandoning his station in the fleet?
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Before the course of research for my book on the Armada (1988, Devon and
the Armada. Gooday Pub lishers; ISBN 1870568125), How ard see med
something of an colourless and ineffective aris tocrat. Readi ng his letters of the
year gave 3. different impression. As recorded in the chapter 'Plym outh Ho!' he
came across as an enthus iastic, if a mateur , seaman, and bis deferri ng 10 Drake
appeared as a natural response and recognition of the sailor's grasp of their
siruanon. The pictu re for me was one of an elderly man positi ve ly rejuvenated
by the prospect of act ion in a post that usually kept him , when working, signing
papers or attend ing meetings

Drake was ce rtamly a ma n for 'cutt ing corners ' , but hi s initial dowsing of
the stem lantern was probably Justifiable (and perhaps justified), even i f his
failure to return his ship to its statio n a fterwards may have been quest ionable.
But he suffered no ill conseq uences, which may have been all he wanted .

Que ries

Katherine DUlIhiIJ writes: .
The Westcountry Studies Library will be running a new ' loca tion? Location?
Location?' promotion of mystery pic tures in Exeter Central Library for a month
fro m 2 1 September this year . .

,
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You will be ab le to see all the pictures on the local studies wcbsitc:
\vww.devon.!!o\·.uk/localstudies. but. jn the meantime. you might like to whet
your appetite with this picture from the collections. Unfortunately. the original
glass plate negative is a little the worse for wear. [f you know where this street
is. please get in touch with staff at the Westcountry Studies Library' in Exeter
(0 I392-384216. \Vestcollntry.1ibrarvla cl evOlU~O\' .uk\.

DOl'01hy Presswetl writes:
I am undertaking research on the cartoonists of the Second world war. 1D

particular their interpretation of political and social issues. I am having trouble
locating the wartime issues of the magazine Littnnn. and would greatly
appreciate any information of sources available. Please wnte to: 37 Redford
Meadows. Kingsbridge. Devon, TQ7 ISH,

The format of the Journal and new submissions

At the 2007 AGM of the Society it was decided that the existing The Devon
Historian would be replaced for a trial period by a substantially larger annual
volume. This is in order la raise the profile of the journal and to accommodate
the greater number of articles being submitted. Apart from greater freedom OVO:I·

length. the criteria by which articles arc accepted will not change. These can be
found at the back of the current journal and in fuller detail on the websitc at:
http:,i,ide\'onhistorysoelety.blogspot.com.isearehi!abcLjDU rna I.

Contributions - short and long - arc stili welcomed fr0111 the amateur and the
professional. the member and the non-member. Some information normally
published In the journal. such as nouces on the work and programmes of local
history societies or from record offices and other repositories. will be transferred
10 the more appropriate context of the new Society newsletter. Devon HiSlOlY
Neli's.



The Devon Historian

Correspondence for the Hon. Editor and contributions for publication in the
Socie ty's journal should be sent 10 Or Andrew Jackson. the Hon. Editor. at
Bishop Grossteste University College Lincoln. Lincoln . LNI 30 Y. or via
andrew. jacksonra hishopg.ac.ilk .

Books for review shou ld be sent to Or Mitzi Auchterlon ic
(m.m.auchterlonie@exeter.ac.uk) at 17 Croft Chase. Exeter. Devon. EX4 IT B.
who will invite the services of a reviewer. It is not the policy of the Society to
receive unsolicited reviews.

The contents of articles and reviews reflect the views of their authors and
not those of the Soc iety.

Not es for contri butors
The Hon. Editor welcome s art icles to be considered for publi cation in The
Devon Historian. Normally. the length should be between 2.000 and 4,000
words (plus endnotes, references and bibl iography). alt houg h much shorter
pieces of suitable substance may also be acceptable. Pieces of more than 4.000
words can be reproduced in sepa rate articles, or printed in full.

It is prefe rred that articles arc word-processed using sing le line spacing. and
page margins of Zcm, and submitted electronically in Word format by email or
disk. as typed hardcopy. or in clear handwriting. Authors should ensure that the
journal's style is adhered to on such matters as the restrained use of capital
letters. initial single inverted commas. and the writing of the dates thus: I July
2005 . Endnote referencing shou ld be used. and a corresponding list of notes and
references at the end should give detai ls of prim ary sources used. and indic ate
where books and other articles have been quoted. paraphrased or derived from.
Bibliographies arc required to list all books and journal articles that have been
quoted . paraphrased. cited . or in some way have informed the content of the
article. The format of references and bibl iographies in this volume of the journa l
can be followed. Illustrative material can be submitted electron ically in most
formats. or as a good qual ity print or photocopy. Where relevant it is the
responsibility of authors to ensure that copyright holders have granted formal
permission for the reproduction of images. For further information on
co nve ntio ns see www.dcvonhi storysocicty.org.uk .

The final format of articles is at the discretion of the Editor.

Back issues
Current and back issues of The Devon Historian are available from Mr Gerald
Quinn. 6 Old Paignton Road. Torquay. TQ2 6U Y. Members may purchase
avai lable back issues at £3 each including postage and. when ordering. should
state the issue numberts) or pub lication date(s) of the journal(s) required. ~tr

Quinn is always glad to receive copies of earlier numbers of The Devon
Historian in good condition.
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